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Study of the Automotive Sector in Africa 

Introduction 

A study of the future of the automotive sector in Africa should try to go beyond the 

mere descriptive to analyse those factors ·which will influence the development anJ 

grv\\1h of this sector of industry. It is this which will help governments. financial 

institutions, financial donors and the players in the industry to judge whether African 

automotive developments are appropriate and viable. The motor industry is in a state 

of flux and this \\ill often change the basis for analysis and evaluation. Consequently 

the study should provide the basis for decision making not just now but in the future 

as well. The evaluation of the global motor industry, the changing opportunities 

facing African countries and their need to adapt their automotive strategy to these 

events should be features of the study. 

Structure 'lflndustry 

The automotive industry does not just encompass cars but also commercial vehicles of 

all types and sizes together \\ith the attendant truck and bus bodybuilding activities. 

and the manufacture of parts and components for the replacement market as well as 

those used by vehicle firms. Ancillary to this are the sales and service points and the 

provision of finance to support vehicle purchase by the final customer. Increasingly 

the motor industry wili have to take recycling needs into account when designing and 

manufacturing products. This could have particular interest for Africa where it could 

emerge as a very significant husiness. All this is an enormous part of world economic 

activity and as a result governments formulate specific policies for the sector. 
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Govemmtnt Poliry towards the lndusto· 

In the developing countries. including those in Africa. the automotive St.-ctor is 

relevant to a number of rx>licy objectives. and in tum these arc of rele\·ance to ;he 

gro\\1h and development of the sector itself~ On the one hand the indusiry is 

important for the balance of payments via import substitution and. eventual. export 

potential. In tu~ this can generate jobs. None of this will be trivial. particularly 

import substitution. The affect of this including its influence on the elliciency and 

profitability of other sectors of the economy should be taken into account. So would a 

policy of import substitution be consistent \\ii h a country· s national economic 

strategy? This means that on the other hand the motor industry can be a major 

contributor to economic development. This is not just job creation but also the impact 

on capital investment. IT'anufacturing systems, research and development anci wealth 

creation. The initial impact of the industry and its potential ·multiplier· effect can be 

central to a development programme. Hence the ~vorld-wide interest in securing 

automotive investment. 

However. the establishment or expansion of a motor industry may not always 

contribnte to economic development. 

In some countries the establishment of a motor industry may he harmful. A policy 

based upon a determination to establish or expand an automotive sector can he in 

economic terms a "second hcsl approach to economic development. Policies 

designed to maximise automotive sector efficiency may he misplaced if the sector 
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itself was inappropriate. The totai cost of automotive industry g1owth would includt• 

factors such as investment in roads, fuel imports. financial credit. investment in 

alternative transport modes and the altemativ~ use of scarce economic resources in 

other sectors and activities. 

The current study is about automotive sector efficiency, and the relevant aims and 

objectives. However, if the developmen! of an automotive sector appears to be 

unambiguously wrong in a particular country's case, this should be highlighted. 

particularly by the local consultants who are on the spot. The motor industry should 

be consistent with the overall national economic strategy. 

Government Policy to Foreizn Investment 

African governments must fonnulate the optimum policy to attract foreign 

investment. Clearly a country may try to develop a motor industry of its own by 

limiting or preventing foreign capital investment. Very few have succeeded with such 

a policy, and most countries have had to utilise foreign technology and finance by 

opening up their automotive sector to foreign inward investment. This can take the 

form of green field developments by foreign finns, the licensing of local production 

or joint ventures. This applies to component as well as ~chicle makers. In a world 

cager for inward investment the choices open to automotive investors arc many. 

Therefore, they arc able to pick and choose i:i deciding upon the prospects with the 

greatest profit potential. 1-foncc countries must think hard about what they do about 

limiting foreign shareholdings, imposing local content regimes, issuing permission for 
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·rrec· or 'limited• entry by new investors. and incentives to promote exports. All 

these factors are of relevance to potential investors. 

The local content issue is of particular importance. A h1gh locaJ l-"\JUtent is seen as 

spreading the benefit of local manufacture as widely as possible in the local economy. 

This covers not only firms directly supplying components and materials to vehicle 

m~ers but also indirect spillover effects to other sectors. In addition the transfer of 

know-how can be accelerated by a carefully considered and organised local content 

programme. However. a very high local content in a limited market means high cost 

and high price production. Such production will need protection by tariffs and quotas. 

This may not be beneficial to efficiency and quality, and will rnake it difficult to 

establish exports. Therefore, a local content commensurate with limiting the cost 

penalty of inefficient scale needs to be identified. This means examining which 

processes and supplies can be sourced locally most easily. 

The import of components can be linked to the export potential of a local investment. 

This maximises the efficiency of local production and allows the motor industry to 

contribute to the export potential of the country. Even if the aim is import 

substitution, the use of cheaper imported components. together with efficiently made 

local supplies. can control total production costs, moc!erate prices, and allow the 

automotive sector to grow. 
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Car Component Manufacturm' NetworA 

The large component makers are developing a global presence to match and follow 

their customers. As vehicle m:-inufacture is established in a country a component base 

follows. The component making plants can supply a world market. It is not so easy 

to devciop a component sector without vehicle manufacture. but the replacement parts 

market can be a substit:ite in the case of some parts and components. The potential 

for this, and what it means, must be examined. 

Some compo11ent firms are prepared to work \\ith local licensees or with a joint 

venture. Others prefer to control their O\\TI affairs. Again different components need 

different output volumes for efticient r.ianufacture. It is useful to ascertain what items 

can be made in relatively small numbers. This is important market intelligence. 

TheMarf.et 

The size and growth of the market for vehicles and components is of great interest to 

an investor. High rates of growth and low levels of vehicle penetration can be major 

attractions to investors. However, if incomes are low then growth will be from a 

small base and the total market may not be able to satisfy many investors. Al the 

same time big countries with low average incomes may have a major vehicle and 

component market within them. Investors will want to know whether their 

competitors are already well established, if so they may look elsewhere. or 

alternatively they may decide to follow their lead. In many countries the opponunitics 

for vans, pick ups. trucks and buses may be better than for cars. This has implications 

for the mos! appropriate component investors both for the original equipment and the 
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after market. Many developing countries want to develop an automotive St.-ctor. 

Often they want to 0c both self sufficient and exporters. This may not be possible for 

all to achieve. If all are net exporters where are the ;mports? Do the markets have the 

scale of technology to be sdf sutlicient? If all have the same strategy the .. wise .. 

country will be that with a ditlerentia.tion strategy. Such variety should be looked for 

in evaluating the potential of the automotive sector in Africa. 

The developed countries are pursuing regional strategies with ·common markets" 

expanding the size of the home riarket. Many developed countries even if wealthy 

are too small to develop their ov.n motor industry. Africa must remember this and see 

whether a joint approach to the automotive industry is possible. l11e motor firms are 

facing ever more competitive conditions so they will want to maximise efficiency. 

Competition Amon_gst Firms 

The emergence of extra capacity whilst demand will only grow slowly will see 

competition intensify at a time when product differentiation will be more difficult to 

achieve. To minimise costs. component makers will have to meet ever more 

exacting demands by their customers. In this environment potential investors will 

need ~o be careful whcr~ they place new facilities. They will be loathe to enter 

markets where production is too fragmented in a limited market. Efficiency and 

rationalisation \viii he a paramount need. and should be examined. 

Mm.iYe for Investment . 
The automotive investor in a de\'cloping country has traditionally been motivated by a 

need to gain access to a market which otherwise was highly protected and subject to 
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local content rules. Although this need for access remains. another motivation for 

investment ".':m be the establishment of an exporting base. In a global industry and 

market. optimum size facilities can be established in a developing country if there is 

access to a world market This can apply to components even more than vehicles. 

The study should try to identify where the interest of inward investor and host country 

are most likely to coincide. 

To be successful in world markets the products must be of high quality and 

specification. This will be partly driven by environmental legislation in the developed 

world. 

The vehicle firms could launch African Car projects involving cars specifically 

tailored for African needs but based upon existing models produced elsewhere. These 

projects would have export potential. The Japanese are already proving such a policy 

with their Asian Car projects. The viability of this for Africa should be ascertained. 

Strategy 

A clear strategy for the automotive sector in African countries must be established. It 

is clear that not all countries will be able tc develop a viable automotive sector of 

much size. It is essential to establish which countries have the preconditions for the 

development of a viable automotive sector. I lowever. the process of economic 

development quickly produces a market for vehicles, and in some cases this could 

justify local vehicle assembly and component manufacture. The commercial vehicle 

sector with its bodybuilding needs is especially relevant. 
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There is growing competition from many countries in all parts of the world. The 

Latin Ameaican and Asian automotive sectors arc particularly active. and 

commanding most interest and attention. The policy for Africa must be well thought 

out if the area is to divert some of these acti\-·ities to itself. 

If inefficiencies are to be avoided then action should occur which reduces or avoids 

the proliferation of locally assembled models and components. Activity should not 

only be b:ised upon import substitutiora but export opportunities mu-;t be examined. 

This will ensure that activities are measured against the best available. Loc::il excise 

duties and surcharges on imported vehicles and components must be carefully 

considered as they could reduce t.:ompetitive pressures fl) such a level that inefficiency 

and low quality occurs,: nd local assembly is saddled with high costs. For the sam~ 

reason tariffs should be lowered to the maxim:.im ~xtcnt possible. Local Content rules 

should be liberal otherwise local productivn could he high cost. That is. local content 

must be carefully defined and a programme for the development of "substitution .. 

firms and industries implemented simultaneously with the development of the 

automotive industry. Notwithstanding this national needs and viability must be in 

balance. This j.;) also relevant in consi<lering whether :he best approa"'h should be a 

regional rather than a n<itional one. 

The precise approach will depend upon at what stage is the development of the 

domestic automotive sector. Some count;i'!s will have relat!vcly advanceo vehicle 

and ~omponent manufacturing other will have no more than simplistic vehicle 

assembly, others •viii have no vehicle based activitic!: hut some local suppliers of 
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components and materials. and so on. The picture will be a heterogeneous one. and 

this will deter.nine the appropriate approach. 

The study will provide the basis for future action. The latter will involve specific 

action-orientated strategie5 and proposals to help African countries enter and develop 

an automotive sector. This will cover what basic industries should be available. what 

infrastructure is needed to be in place, what human resource development is required. 

what is the level of science and technology development in the country, and how to 

finance the sector'~ development? 

The world vehicle and component sector is restructuring and pursuing maximum 

efficiency. In a high risk world investors \\ill want the maximum control over their 

affairs. The study< I) on the automotive sector in Africa must take these factors on 

board. 

''>This introduction as w~ll as leading in to the study on the African mo1or industry also provided the 
background to the consultants' reports on 11elec1ed African countries. The precise guide lines to the 
consullants. and the countries covered, are as in appendix one .. These reports provided invaluable 
support material (or this study. 
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The Automotive lndustr)' Sector in Africa 

In studies that analyse the world automotive sector. in conferences that debate it and 

consultants reports that ti) to identify trends. one factor is constant. That is. Africa is rarely if 

e\'er identified and discussed. The industry in Western Europe. Japan and North America is 

at the centre of debate. Much attention is directed to Latin America. Eastern Europe. the 

Pacific Rim. south East Asia, and to particular countries in these areas together with India and 

China. Even Australia \\-ill have its vehicle market and motor industry highlighted. In 

contrast Africa is virtually ignored. It is not unusual to see in reports and books of up to 300 

pages. that claim to examine the world's car industt)'. no more than three lines are devoted to 

write off Africa· s position in the industry. Therefore. a study of the automotive industry 

sector in Africa is important in itself in that it draws attention to the structure, size. behaviour 

and performance of the motor industry in the area. The study shows that the motor industry 

exists in Africa. and in the case of South Africa a substantial automotive activity is in place. 

What needs to be determined is the strengths and weaknesses of that industry, its prospects. 

and whether or not wider economic development can safely rely on the automotive sector. 

De~elo.pment ofthe Industry 

The automotive industry in developing countries has typically developed through a number of 

stages. Following direct imports, a local industry begins with the assembly of either 

completely knocked down (C.K.D.) or semi-knocked down (S.K.D) kits. This moves via 

increased local content to full scale manufacturing. and then lO export promotion. Finally. 

government regulation and protection is e<.sed. local content rules moderated or phased-out. 

and state intervention replaced by some moves to liberalisation. Often the measures taken 

have been limited. or have been followed by a retreat from liberalisation. so it is not certain 

yet whether liberalisation involves a new phase. 

So the two major transformations have been from assembly to full manufacturing and from 

production cxclusi~ely for th.: domestic market to achieving significant exports. 



The major new motor industries of Br.lZiL Mexico and Kon.'a have seen the completion of 

tht.-se two phac;cs. Taiwan did not achieve significant local manufacturing. which would ha\·e 

meant a local content in excess of 60°/o or as high as 90°/o. If local content of this magnitude 

is what is meant by ·manufact•Jring· then the appearance of the African countries in Table I 

requires some explanation. 

Brazil 

Mexico 

S.Korea 

Taiwan 

S Africa 

Nigeria 

Egypt 

Morocco 

Tunisia 

Kenya 

Zimbabwe 

Zambia 

Ethiopia 

Sources: 

Table I 

Naturr efl.ocal Operations 

Assembly Manufacture Export Liberalisation 

1919-1956 1956-1972 1972-1990 1990-

1925-1962 !962-1969 1969-1989 1989-

1967-1973 1973-1977 1977-1989 1989-

1956-1977 - 1977-1985 1985-

1925-1961 1961-1989 1989-1995 1995-

1960-1970 I 1970- - -
1950-1960 1960-1995 - 1985-

1960-1970 1970-1994 1982-1994 1994-

1961-1989 1989-1995 - 1995-

1974-1994 - - 1994-

1961-1965 1965-1994 - 1994-

1972-1991 - - 1991-

1975-1992 - - 1992-

.. The Political Economy of Industrial Policy: Automolive Manufacture in the 
Newly Industrialising Countries ... Cambridge Journal of Economics, 1995. 
Vol 19. Pp 625-645. Rhys Jenkins; D G Rhys. 

In the case of Africa the identification of a manufacturing phase refers to an intention. Only 

South Africa has got near 50% local contcn1 and in the case of some vehicles this has hccn 
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exceeded. Hence. the move to manufacturing has been limit'!Cf e\'\.'"ll though some increase in 

value added was possible. as in Momcco. However. outside South Africa vehicle 

manufacture is mainly based upon C.K.D. imports. Consequently. very few products were 

destined for anything other than the home market so exrorting hardly exists. and even South 

African exports have been relatively modest. even though of some duration. Clearly the 

political situation was a major factor here and the fu•ure could see South African vehicle and 

component exports gro\\'ing significantly. 

Unlike, Brazil. Mexico. Korea and Taiwan. the absence of an export phase is not preventing 

African countries contemplating liberalisation. In the case of Zimbabwe and Ethiopia this 

may result in very little domestic manufacture. but the overall liberalisation phase \\ith freer 

imports and increased local production could see increased exports. The Fiat 178 (the Fiat 

Palio) will be built in Morocco in what will be a new plant Output will be 30.000 a year 

"'ith some exports. This will be i.he largest car plant outside South Africa and one of the most 

efficient on the Continent Hence, although the transfonnation of vehicle assembly from 

simple assembly to manufacturing has largely passed by Africa. and therefore no large market 

has appeared for local component manufacture, the moves to liberalisation might still see 

manufacturing appear. Hence at increased local content. protectionism, and government 

regulation has not done in creating significant vehicle manufacture. except in South Africa. 

liberalisation and globalisation might. Therefore, a study of the African motor industry is 

highly relevant. 

The bulk of vehicle building operations in Africa are in the countries detailed in this study. In 

addition they account for most of the cars and commercial vehicles used in Africa with the 

exception of countries like Algeria. Libya and the Ivory Coast. The latest estimates for 

vehicle production in the study countries are as shown in Table 2:-
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Ta61c2. 

Production in 1994 

CmmLrr Cllu C.amme.rr.ial Ve.hides 

Egypt 15.000 20,000 

Tunisia (1993) - 5,023 

Morocco 5,288 8,040 

South Africa 190,716 I 12,450 

Zimbabwe 2,900 3,700 

Zambia - 400approx. -

Kenya 1,247 3,802 

Ethiopia - 171 

Nigeria 4,858 1,592 

Source: Repertoire Mondial, C.C.F.A., Paris; Consultants' reports. 

In addition in 1994 Algeria and Libya respectively made 2.898 and 1,450 commercial 

vehicles. and tiny numbers of \.'.Vs are made in Mozambique, Ghana, Tanz.ania and Botswana. 

There is an interesting proposal to assemble 2,000 Hyundai vehicles a month in Botswana 

from 1996. The country has imported Hyundai vehicles since 1993, with a re-export trade 

with South Africa. Madagascar wants to build a locally designed all terrain vehicle using 

many indigenous materials. Whether this, or the, ·Kenya' or ·Nigeria' car will see th<: 1ight of 

day remains to be seen. Morocco's route to a low price economy car is via Fiat's world car. 

(Sec the description of Fiat's and some component firms' developing-world strategy below in 

Appendix 2). 

History has shown that thus far succesful component production in a country has required 

vehicle production as a pre-requisite, and lo achieve large volume component production 
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needs a !arge scale vehicl.! industry. Consequently. if this state of affairs continues the 

establishment of component productil)il in Africa faces Jitliculties and constraints. The total 

volume of vehicle production. even in South Africa. makt.-s it dillicult to t.'Stablish vi3ble 

component manufacture (With a regional approach component industries will be able to 

survive "ithout vehicle making. This is occurring in the E.U.t However. the total number of 

vehicle registrations does indicate the possibiliti~s that may exist in the replacement and 

service sector. As of 1994 there were IO.fl ;udlion cars and 5.5. million CVs in use in Africa. 

In detail nhicle use in selected countries ···1s a-. in table 3:-

IJl1lk1. 
Vehicles in Use 

I 

C.Qun{!J! ~ CJ:'i 

Egypt 1.200.000 470.00 

Tunisia 355.000 200.000 

Morocco 830.000 315.000 

South Africa 3.750.000 1.630.000 

Zambia 100.000 65.000 

Zimbabwe 195.000 80.000 

Kenya 190.000 150.000 

Ethiopia 46.000 22.000 

Nigeria 780.000 63,000 

Algeria 1.120.000 621.000 

Botswana 27.000 59.000 

Ivory Coast 170.000 92.500 

Ghana 90.000 46.000 

Libya 450.000 330.000 -
Sudan 114.000 40.000 

Tan7.ania 47.500 38.000 

Source: Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders. (S.M.M.T.) liK 



These countries account for 8.5 million cars and 4.8 million CVs. The fast-mO\ing parts 

nt.-eded in replacement as well as vehicle manufacture such as exhausts. batteries. and tyn.--s 

can form the basis of some local component manufacture. However. the more sophisticated 

items related to engine. transmission and suspension needs substantial local \'chicle 

manufacture if severe diseconomies of scale are to be avoided. 

Clearly the countries in Africa are in various stages of industrial development. As in the case 

of sol'!le developed countries (e.g. Switzeriand. Denmark). not all African countries should 

develop a motor industry in the near future. if at all. Only some countries will have the pre

condition for the estJi>lishment of any sort c•f motor industry and even fewer will have those 

needed for the development of a viable industry able to compete on a world stage. 

The countries that may be able to sustain a motor industry may be those where the pre

conditions already exist like iron. steel. aluminium or component industries, or those where 

such bed-rock industries could be developed to support an automotive industry at a later 

stage. 

A truly viable stand-alone industry needs a population in excess of forty million. and which 

has an income to afford to buy a family car, QLan industry that has access to such a market. 

albeit abroad. That is. the market can be a domestic one with a high per capita income and a 

consumer credit sector that can ac1.:ess future incomes. or a foreign one. or hoth. 

Of course in this age of international and global links no motor industry is literally ·stand 

alone'. Various links be they design or component purchase occur across international 

borders. Even so. if a country is to have an industry which initiates these links. rather than 

play host to vehicle firms which arc part of an interntional firms's global network then the 

above conditions must exist. However. a country can develop a motor industry c\cn if these 

conditions arc absent hy sufficiently modifying the products of a .. hos(' company to produce 
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a differemial\.-d ·nationar car or truck. The Malaysian Proton is a good example of this. It 

uses a Mitsubishi base in tenns of running units (e.g. engine and transmissions) and tloor pan 

to produce a distinctive Malaysian product. Hence. the Malaysian industry is not entirely 

stand-alone. but it exists by linking with a large foreign company to spread costs to make a 

distinctive product on a viable basis. If experience in the developing countries is examined 

then we see that in Brazil and Mexico exports were promoted after the development of the 

domestic market. whilst in the case of Korea the domestic market was initially constrained 

and most output was exported. Markets may be provided by international companies 

sourcing cars in one market for sale in many. which in tum helps the development of the 

component sector, or by the pursuit of regional co-operation to boost total demand and 

opportunities for international specialisation. In the case of Africa the development of 

automotive industries in individual countries will not generate sutlicient economies of scale. 

and may lack supporting industries. Clearly regional industrial co-operation and the support 

of international companies must be sought. Developments in Morocc.J and South Africa 

shows what can be done in this regard. The size of the CV pare in some of the other countries 

can also be built upon. The issue is whether or not these possibilities are one-offs and limited 

to a few countries, or can they be generalised. The consultants' rl!ports without exception 

show the difficulties facing the motor industry in Africa hut they also indicate how in 

different ways the industry can help economic activity even if as in some cases only 

modestly. 

Current Structure 

The picture that emerges from the consultants reports is a great variety of industrial 

structures. In Ethiopia the motor industry barely exists being confined to one commercial 

vehicle assembler, with more fragmented but very simple assembly operations in Kenya, 

Zambia. Zimbabwe, Nigeria and Tunisia. Egypt and Morocco have fragmented industries but 

local value added has gone some way beyond simple assembly hut still less than full 

manufacture. The Moroccan industry may he transformed hy the production in new facilities 

of the Fiat 178 fom;Jy of world cars and light CVs. The South African industry is like no 
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other in Africa with sophisticated assembly and a major and varied component industry 

already CXfX)rting to the global market However. fragmentation is still too great and 

economics of scale arc limited. In addition input costs are high bt.>eause of small production 

runs of many components and local inefficiencies. The South African industry can be the hub 

for a regional motor industry as recognised by tnc consultant·s report from Zimbabwe. The 

liberalisation programme in Zambia meant that with reduced tariff protection the high cost 

local industry found it difficult to survive. The consult311t sees vehicle assembly in Zambia 

as ··untenable". 

The vehicle assembly industries are either small or fragmented or both. (Table 4). 

Table 4 

li.Q of CQllJ/l.anie..5. Outp_ut 

Cilli m Cars Cfi 

South Africa 12 18 190.000 112.000 

Ethiopia 1 0 170 

Kenya 5 19 1.250 3.800 

Egypt 5 8 15.000 20.000 

Morocco 4 10 5.000 8.000 

Nigeria 2 6 5,000 1.600 

Tunisia 1 3 - 5.000 

Zambia 3 5 - 400 -
Zimbabwe 

.., 13 2.900 3.700 ... 

Source: Repertoire Mondial: Consultants" Reports 

In the case of countries like Kenya. Nigeria and Zirnhahwc the component sector makes 

simple products like radiators, exhaust systems. windscreens. ruhher hushes and so on. Much 



of this market is the replacement one. To survive economic liberalisation policies. as in 

Kenya. the sector has been forced to attain competitive standards to be able to li\"C with 

minimal protection. The manufacture of high performance parts such as engines. engine 

parts. steering sy::>tems and braking systems are virtually non existent. The establishment of 

simple assembly plants wa<i meant to stimulate the production of such items but (a) the 

standard set by the vehicle firms are generally beyt)nd the capabilities of local technologies 

and (b) volumes are totally inadequate to reach efficient volumes. 

Countries like Egypt and Morocco have more substantial supply sectors. Even a relatively 

modest increase in local activity to reach a value added of 40% can see a great increase in the 

economic significance of the motor industry. In Morocco a motor industry of 63 enterprises. 

employs 9,308 people representing 2% of jobs anj 3% of the value added in the 

manufacturing sector. A 3% contribution is made to manufacturing exports. This stems from 

locally manufactured components being 10-15% of the value of the car. In the case of 

commercial vehicles made with local bodywork the domestic value added is around 50%. 

Egypt has a supply sector employing 55,000 people. It is calculated that in Egypt the 

production of one vehicle creates 27 jobs. The local content of vehicles is about 13%. Some 

sophisticated items like engines are made but the production .list is narrow. The standards an: 

mainly below international levels although some simple products such as tyres and filters an: 

exported. A need is felt t(l expand local manufacture. raise standards, reduce costs. and 

improve general competitiveness. 

The South African component industry makes a full range of components. There arc about 

180 component makers and another 200 suppliers. The I 0 largest firms employ 50% of the 

workforce. Even so, given the needs of a modern vehicle local content is generally around 40 

to 45%. Local production is high cost carrying a premium of 20-30% compared with 

imported items. The local industry is competitive in making some items used as original 

equipment by vehicle makers in South Africa and abroad. Sou:h African producers arc also 
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competitive in a range of after market products. especially for run out parts where small 

volumes are needed. 

The consultants· reports confirm that vehicle and component manufacture is small scale and 

limited in its coverage. Even the larger operations in South Africa becuase of high input 

costs and small production runs cannot provide components for every vehicle made by every 

firm. However. as soon as the vehicle and component sector advances beyond tiny volumes 

to something larger the motor industry starts making a contribution to the economy. 

Vehicle Assemb[y Plants 

In all countries except South Africa vehicle making is still based to a greater or lesser extent 

on C.K.D. operations. This means that a large part of the value of the car is imported 

although local bodybuilding increases the domestic content of trucks and buses. Hence most 

of the purchasing strategy is governed by the links with the international vehicle maker. As 

the C.K.D. kit is imported long distance. and can contain about 85% to 95% of the 

component and material value of the car this means that high stocks arc being held. In 

consequence. it is difficult to implant Just-in· Time practices with C.K.D. operations. Ever. in 

South Africa where overall value added is 40-45%, the imported components and materials 

account for around 70% of the component content. In the main these items are not ordered 

individually but are imported in C.K.D. or S.K.D. packs. 

All countries have a policy of fostering local supplies and J.I.T. does have its own bias 

towards this. However, international companies att>!mpt to purchase good quality items at the 

lowest cost. This usually militates against local suppliers. Locally owned assemblers if 

given adequate protection will be more ready to buy locally. However, liberalisation policies 

means that they need to buy at the least c0st cunsi~tcnt with good quality .. The use of 

compensation arrangements whereby local assembly and exports allows duty free imports oi 

some specified volume or value of built up v~hicles, components and production equipment 

is an increasing feature in Africa. This adds to the competitive pressure on local suppliers. A 
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major vehicle invcslmcnt. like Fiafs in Morocco. can be expected to attract some inward 

investmerat by international component makers. This is also a growing feature in South 

Africa. 

The import intensity of local assembly means that vertical integration is limited. In the case 

of Zambia the assemblers add le-..,s than 5% to value added, and in the case of Morocco and 

Egypt the component and material value added is around 15%. Even then most is bought 

from sub-contractors supplying the assemblers at arms length in the ma&-ket. Only South 

Africa has any significant vertical integration. However, it must be remembered that the 

trend in lhe world motor industry is to reduce vertical integration. In Europe and the USA 

value added by vehicle firms was 50 to 60% but in Japan 30-400/o. ·• 11e latter figures are 

determining the trend. The issue is not so much one of vertical integration but the number of 

suppliers and sub -contractors that can be established locally. Even here the 'nationar 

contents are falling as production is internationalised, but companies attempt to increase their 

internal specialisativii in component making and sourcing. In such circumstances, reduced 

local content per vehicle is offset by the increased export of items. The value added chain of 

the automotive industry is as shown below. (Table 5):-

Materials Industry 

Processing Industry 

Component Makers 

Vehicle Firr.is 

Table 5 

Value Added Chain 

11% 

28% 

21% 

.3.9.% 

.100% 

One of the major sub-contracting opportunities is bus and truck bodybuilding. This is labo1.1r 

intensive and can use local materials. lt should he a priority area. 
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In the case of countries '"·ith simple local assembly. even before liberalisation policies .vere 

put in train the main competition to a local a::;sembler was not so much other a:;semblers as 

imported vehicles. In some instances these were mainly used vehicles. So whilst regulations 

existed to limit imports they were often ineffective. Liberali~tion policies have intensified 

this competition and in the case of Zambia it has virtually destroyed the local assemhly 

industry. 

In South Africa the number and size of the local <1SSemblers meant a degree 'lf competition 

within the shield provided by high levels of protection. Import limitation was effective. Now 

imports are increasing. but mainly on a S.K.D. basis. The biggest se-lling i;nported car is the 

Korean Hyundai from Botswana. This shows the potenti#ll for a wider regional industry in 

Southern Africa and where the trade flows ne:~d not be all one way. Competition and 

comparative advantage means t'1at countries will t>e able ta sell to the ·core' economy, in tbis 

case South African. Reductions in duties will reinforoo the trend towards :.,creased 

cnmpetition and trade. No country can provide a fuil line of products or meet all consm.1er 

prefertnces. Hence, trade is created and competi:1on grew.>. 1 :le good value provideri by 

imported products, especially used ones. will make it difficult for inefficient IJcal assembly 

to survive, and impossible in a liberalised economy. 

Car Component Manfff.ll.rl.Hll 

The simplest of assembly operations arc supported by some degree of coi .. 
1
1onent making and 

sub-contracting. These will also he items that can be sold in the replacement market if they 

are of a competitive standard. The cost breakdown of components used in a family care arc 

as below (Table 6):-



Table 6 

Material and Component Costs 

Item Value 

Engine $1.200 

Engine fuel. ignition. exhaust system $650 

Transmission $600 

Suspension etc. $700 

Glass $<t00 

Brakes, Wheels, tyres $500 

Body Sl.500 

Comfort and Convenience $900 . 

Interior Trim $550 

All other $1.000 

TOTAL S.&J!OO 

The items that can be made at low volumes at least cost penalty are glass, exhausts, batteries. 

and exterior trim. However. transmission, engine. ignition systems, and hody items need 

large volumes for competitive costs. 

Consequently countri'!s with very small and fragmemed production can only sustain certain 

types of component production. Even South Africa struggles to justify making the full range 

of components it docs, and only docs so at a considerable cost penalty. (Sec above). 

In Kenya, Zambia, Zimbabwe a:1d Ethiopia production is confined to items such as batteries, 

exhaust systems, rubber hushes, radiators and so on. Engine, transmission, steering and 

braking systems arc not "xistcnt. I lowcvcr, Nigeria, Tunisia, Egypt and Morocco do make 
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s•:-.1ne items in !he latter categories. Given the 2modest volumes the unit costs must be high . 

. ·\s indicated already, South Africa has a wide range of activities covering all aspects of 

L"Qmponent manufacture. 

In ~hnical terms these countries have the pre-conditions for vehicle assembly and 

component manufacture. This is not to say that they have the economic pre-conditions 

needed for viable manufacture. Nigeria is a good example of this. There are foundry and 

forge shops although only a few are capable of producing the high quality castings required in 

the automotive sector. There is a potential for die making. Press and body work facilities 

exist as do facilities for making fibre glass and glass. A petrochemical and aluminium 

smelter now exists. However, achievements in tile production of components have been 

limited. This is because foreign investment has been put off by ~ctive policies and 

exchange rate difficulties. In technical terms Ethiopia claims it could achieve 50% local 

value added for a single truck operation. This may be so but the economics of doing so must 

be questionable even with new flexible techniques. However, the spin-off effects from 

making truck cabs and bodies is significant. 

En1:ine and engine parts manufacture is a significant part of the automotive operation in 

South Africa. Some aspects of this also occurs in Egypt. Tunisia nnd Morocco, with a real 

but lesser presence in Nigeria. Kenya. Ethiopia, Zambia and Zimbabwe do not have anything 

of significance in these areas 

South Africa is active in making suspension and braking parts, but apart from springs and 

shock absorbers not a great deal is done elsewhere. Clearly Egypt. Tunisia and Morocco have 

some operations, and to a lesser extent Nigeria, hut most items are imported. Apart from 

Ethiopia most countries have some capability in makings simple electrical items_like 

batteries, whilst Nigeria, Morocco and Egypt make starter motors, alternators. and cabling. 

Only South Africa has a major production capability in the transmission and steering area. hut 

some items are made in North Africa. 
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Comfort and convenience items. exterior trim and bumpers are made in Egypt. Morocco and 

Nigeria as well as South Africa. In Ethiopia interior trim is made for the CV sector although 

in a small way. 

As expected South Africa has a wide ranging component sector. Perhaps it is too \\'idespread 

but insufficiently deep. In the past self-sufficiency needs. as in Zimbabwe in the UDI period. 

encouraged local operations. Not all of those were efficient or viable especially in a 

liberalised environment. In the event the consultant· s report states that South African 

compon,nt making has a cost penalty of 20 to 300/o, but these are areas of real efficiency. 

Domestic component manufacture is dependent on licensed technology, but in the case of less 

sophisticated components there are local firms with proprietary technology. What is 

interesting is the existence of the technical preconditions for component making in Tunisia. 

Morocco, Egypt and Nigeria. In the case of Kenya. Zambia, Zimbabwe and Ethiopia some 

focused production exists and can be built upon. This is especially so in the case of less 

sophisticated items, which are relatively expensive to transport long distances and which are 

labour intensive. Commercial vehicle cab and body production can meet these conditions. 

and is appropriate for local operations. 

Government Polk,y 

As seen in table one all the African countries covered by the consultants' reports. with the 

exception of Ethiopia, moved from a reliance on vehicle imports to the estahlishment of a 

local assembly industry. This was fostered by import controls on built up vt>hicles. lbe next 

move by South Africa, Nigeria, Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia and Zimbabwe. although not really 

by Kenya, Zambia and Ethiopia was to try to establish more advanced manufacturing 

operations. This involved setting local content requirements for firms which wished to 

produce locally, whilst promising to give them substantial protection from imports. This was 

the aim, and one which succeeded in Brazil, Mexico and Korea but not Taiwan. This did not 
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succeed in Africa. as even in South Africa the local content was less than 50%. very different 

to the 65% in Mexico, or 90°/o to 95% by weight in Brazil. 

The next stage was to encourage exports. As most of the countries had not been able to 

establish an industry which was much more than one based on C.K.D. kits, which were 

imports by another name, very few were in a position to have anything meaningful to export. 

That is, the industries are still largely import saving. Countries like Egypt that want to export 

are still in lite phase of offering incentives to increase local content whilst engaged in a 

liberalisation policy to open up the market. Morocco in 1982 moved from a policy solely 

aimed at increasing value added by trying to increase local content, to increasing value by 

compensation. That is, vehicle and component firms would have their 'local content' 

enhanced by the foreign exchange they earned. Consequently, they were encouraged to 

export. However, Morocco had v..:ry few products, in effect, components. that were 

exportable. Now the aim is to pursue the 'economy car' project to establish a major vehicle 

a5sembly operation which will support, and be supported by, local sub-contractors. This is 

the agreement with Fiat to build the 178 world car, in 'world class' facilities. This project 

will eventually involve other derivatives of the vehicle as well. 

South Africa is the only country that has a motor industry that has experienced conditions 

remotely like those in Brazil or Mexico. The industry has developed under protection and 

some success to full manufacture has been achieved. Highly profitable operations earning 

economic rents for the international companies and local partners were earned, but at the cost 

of a fragmented high cost industry. Production was aimed mainly at the local market, and 

little was contributed to the global networks of the parent companies. Local content 

requirements were progressively increased and tariffs increased in line to protect the high cost 

production. The result was a fragmented, high cost industry. Vehicle exports were minimal 

although there was success in exporting components particularly to the other markets. In 

1989 local content could be reduced if exports were made. As a re~ult overseas sales of 

vehicles and components increased. However fragmentation and small production runs 
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remained. from 1995 the export incentives were accompanied by a commitment to 

~iberalisation through a phased system of tariff reductions. Although at the end of the initial 

phase tariffs will remain high by the stanciard of the developed markets. competition should 

increase. It remains to be seen if South Africa can stick to its liberalisation strategy. Any 

failure could reduce the confidence to the international community. The changes are sho\\'n 

by the example of Brazil, which in this regard is a poor one. In 1995 it unilaterally imposed 

import quotas and seems set on a course of bilateral. almost mercantalist arrangements with 

Argentina. whilst retaining substantial protection against the rest of the world. Brazil wants 

to increase internal economies of scale, increase exports but restrain imports whenever they 

threaten to become significant. This shows how far isthe motor industry in many developing 

countries from truly joining the global market. Such an "imbalance" in attitudes could 

intensify protectionist tendencies in the markets of the world. 

Apart from Nigeria the countries under examination are pursuing a policy of liberalisation. 

Indeed, Kenya and Zambia have been so enthusiastic in this regard that the local industries 

have faced considerable pressures, and that in Zambia being on the verge of oblivion. The 

Kenyan market is flooded with used cars while local assembly now concentrates on CV s. 

The spare parts market has also been invaded by imports which has lowered prices. The 

Kenyan government's privatisation programme summarises the trend in Africa. Government 

involvement still exists in North Africa and Nigeria but it is recognised that this in itself has 

done little to increase local content or ;-~omote the development of local industries. Market 

fl,rces and global pressures are too strong for this to occur. The Nigerian consultant calls for 

the privatisation of the state's interest in assembly plants, with the Nigerianisation policy 

being pursued by other means. 

Some governments want to promote the production of a national car (e.g. Nigeria, Kenya) to 

stimulate an ancillary industrial structure. Moroc\:o's approach was via the 'economy car 

project' which meant a link with a multinational. The Nigerian government is committed to 

encouraging wide scale production of international models for varying local needs and export 
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markets. and with a very high local content. Whether it has the ·autonomy' (see below) to do 

this against the wishes of the potential investors in vehicle and componen: making must he 

doubted .. 

Although some developments have occurred the consultants point to the failure of local 

conient programmes. In the case of CV s a local compor!ent and materials content of 70% can 

be achieved because of bodybuilding but both the net and overall figures are less. In the case 

of cars Egypt achieves a 35% material content which is about 18% in total. The Moroccan 

figures are similar. However, too high a level of local content would mean making items in 

small numbers which can only be efficiently produced in large volume. The higher local 

content figures achieved in South Africa have created this very problem. Most countries 

would still like to see local content increasing. but Morocco and South Africa in particular are 

moving away from this. In effect so has Zimbabwe, Zambia and Kenya. As indicated above. 

Nig~ria is committed to I 00°/o local content. 

Governments have offered incentives to investors via protectionism, land prices, fiscal 

incentives of various sorts and research support. The repatriation of profits and capital and 

improving the climate for free enterprise is also highlighted. The trend is away from 

protection towards liberalisation measures that it is hoped will result in the development of a 

competitive. efficient and therefore viable automotive sector. The present policy in 

Zimbabwe is a particularly strong example of this. The Zambian government does not seem 

inclined to protect the motor industry or to single it OUl for special help. Likewise in Kenya. 

On the other hand Nigeria's aim to achieve I 00% local component content by 2017 flies in 

the face of global developments. To attract firms and to off.-;et the structural problems this 

could cause will need an incentives programme of considerable imagination and ingenuity. 

South Korea achieved a local content for cars of over QO% within a few years in the 1970s. 

despite a small domestic market and low levels of production. Crucial to this success was the 

ability of the government to restrict the number of firms making cars, to limit each firm to 

one model. and to mandardise some parts between different firms. Mexico tried the same 
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thing in the I %0s and failed. In Western Europe the highest local content figures are now 

little more than 8~~-

Institutional Infrastructure 

Government has played a role i!l the motor industry. The move from imJ>"rting to simple 

assembly and then attempts to move on to manufacturing involved the state setting local 

content regulations for firms wanting to produce locally and giving them protection. In 

Africa unlike in Brazil, Mexico or Korea the state was not able to impose export requirements 

in order to force the industry to generate foreign exchange. State owned facilities. or state 

shareholdings in joint ventures. h:.l\"e been features of the industry. 

There is very little local research and development even in South Africa_ The industry in 

Africa depends on imported technology. This involves royalty costs. restrictions on exports_ 

and no independent access to world best practice. However. there is no real alternative to this 

unless an African state was able to duplicate what Korea has done since 1970. Consequently. 

most firms see licensing as the only viable way to achieve up to date technology. Local 

strengths may be developed in process technology. There are opportunities to use local 

universities. and other industrial sectors. to access R and D. but this will be marginal. 

Various state agencies exist which have a Rand D role. The position in Nigeria is a good 

example of how an institutional framework can be established to try to harness all available 

resources to help automotive development. The success of this remains to be seen as 

currently only 5% of Nigeria's assembly capacity is utilised. 

The consultants' reports highlight the point that little specialised training is carried on which 

can help the motor industry. The South African industry is aware of this deficiency which is 

all the more serious in the modern motor industry where training and skills provide the basis 

for modem work practices and is at the heart of lean production. 
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Most countries have some sort of pro;'"essional and trade association representing the 

automotin! sector. and usually more than one. The bodies usually represent the interest of 

their members to government. In addition governments haw established bodies to streamline 

relationships with the industry. and to promc.te the industry. The National Automotive 

Council in Nigeria is an exan1ple. Such bodies are very useful in trying to align the interests 

of state and industry. and to resolve and anticipate inevitable conflicts. 

The role of trade unions is an important one in the motor industry. As unions develop a 

bargaining forum is needed to minimise disruption. As yet it is only in South Africa that this 

is significant. but other African countries should anticipate a need in this area. 

The vehicle market requires a strong consumer credit facility to expand demand. In some 

markets. such as Nigeria, this is absent. but in Kenya. Egypt and South Africa there is no 

difficulty. If the sector is to grow and aid economic development consumer credit for private 

and company buyers is one of the foundation stones of growth. 

P/11•sical Infrastructure 

In t~e surveyed countries the networks selling new vehicles are either adequate or good 

although Ethiopia has no organised system either for vehicle sales or service. This awaits a 

significant presence by official importers who will want to establish networks. This is the 

typical position in most surveyed countries. Pirate or unofficial importers are rife in some 

countries and if they have no sales and service network problems exist for the buyer. 

Imported used cars are a common feature in most countries and they are serviced by the 

independent sector. As anywhere the quality of this is variable. The repair sector is deemed 

good in Zambia. South Africa. Tunisia. Morocco and Kenya, . non-existent in Ethiopia. and 

poor elsewhere. In Kenya the independent service sector is often good as mechanics trained 

in the official network have set up on their own. Economic hardship is forcing people to 

reduce expenditure on service 'facilities'. 
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In order to gain access to the market pbce motor \'chicle firms and their agents appoint 

dealers to sell and service theif cars In addition an independent sector exists to sell used 

Yehicles and to service and repair all makes. In the di:,·eloped countries this sector employs 

about the same number as vehicle and component manufacturing. 

Vehicle distribution. retailing and repair can provide a core of commercial activity. It serves 

the total stock of vehicles in the market as well as providing new vehicles. In developed 

markets the customers· perception of the quality of service provided by sales. service and 

repair has often been quite low. As a result vehicle firms. who need good sales and service 

outlets to compete with their rivals, try to improve the quality of their networks. In-house 

training is provided. whilst local colleges provide courses as well. Trade associations attempt 

to improve the professional and vocational competence of people working in the sechJr by 

validating and encouraging training. Despite this. public perception does not change much. 

Consequently when the warranty period ends most vehicle users take their vehicles to 

independent repairers. • hey are able to obtain spare parts from authorised garages or from 

indep~ndent factors who obtain supplies from the component sector. 

African markets are serverl by a similar operation although in the non-vehicle making 

countries the sales and service back up will be patchy As the Ethiopian report shows 

organised sales and service can be almost non existant. I lowcver. once vehicle manufacturers 

target a market a network is established. 

Only in South Africa and Zimbabwe is the road system seen as good. It is deemed ·adequate· 

in Kenya and Morocco, poor in all respects in Ethiopia and ·extensive' in Zambia. Nigeria 

and Egypt but poorly maintained in the first two. and congested and ·misused' by vehicle 

users in Egypt. The Kenyan system is also regarded as poorly maintained. It is unlikely that 

the physical infrastructure will prove a constraint on either vehicle demand or the motor 

industry. History's lesson is that the growth of motoring is accompanied hy a sales and 
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service infrastructure. The road system always lags behind the growth in velticle usage. The 

growth in the markc.t for vehicles is mainly a function of real income and vehicle prices. 

One area where Africa is deficient is in the provision of adeq•.iate vehicle testing procedures 

to weed out dangerous vehicles. A proper testing system woJld have effects other than the 

favourable impact on safety. It would forct> better maintenance and repair to the benefit of 

the after market and the makers of replacement parts. and by increasing the scrappage rate 

would have a beneficial impact on the total vehicle market, including that for new ones. 

Trantferq/Techno/ogy 

The most powerful motor industry in Africa that in South Africa still has to depend in the 

main on imponed technology. This involves either the licensed use of technology where a 

locally owned firm is concerned, or the transfer via a multinational operation to the local 

subsidiary. This is not likely t,) change in the forseable future. Some local technologies have 

been developed but in the scheme of things they are relatively trivial. 

As well as licensing and direct investmen1 the other main route for technology transfer is via 

the purchase of capital equipment. The employment of foreign expens can also he a conduit 

for technology transfer and is an argument against trying to reserve all jobs for local 

nationals. 

South Africa has seen the appearance of vehicles with local adaptations but this has not been 

a feature elsewhere in Africa. There is little sign of a distinctly African vehicle, except 

perhaps in the rugged full size buses and coaches built on truck chassis. The CV bodywork 

sector which being local does come up with distinctive adaptations. Protectionism. local 

content regulations and so on have not prcducl!d any local product and process technologies 

of any significance. 
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The power and authority of African governments in their relationship with the automotive 

industry was not sutlicient for them to be able to for~e vehicle firms to either increase local 

manufacturing or transfer technology. Hence vehicle firms saw their local C .K.D. operations 

as sales outlets rather than manufacturing centres. What changed matters was the gro\\1h :n 

global competition. In order to attract local customers manufacturers will transfer technology 

to ensure that their products are competitive. The motor industry in Zimbabwe has benefited 

from this new climate. This is especially important where local comJ><ii1cnt manufacture is 

concerned. Access to the latest technology can replace imports and increase exports. South 

Africa is a cmrent example of this. In an increasingly competitive world increased local 

content and technology transfer will go hand-in-hand. In the past Government policy in 

Africa has not done much to promote technology transfer as local content policies outside 

South Africa have had limited success. A major assembly plant. as in Morocco. can attract 

world class component firms. Nigeria still aims to develop the capability to engineer. 

produce and assemble automotive vehicles and components, and develop managerial and 

technical skills for designing, constructing, operating and maintaining automotive 

manufacturing plants. The strategy to achieve this being substantially increased local content 

levels, the standardisation of parts and model rationalisation, the employment of nationals. 

and the development of a low coast vehicle using local parts. The probability of the success 

of such a strategy must be evaluated against the loftiness and ambition of the aims. 

If the institutional infrastructure (see above) reflects a great deal of freedom of action (i.e. 

autonomy) by the state, and a unity of purpose by national agencies, then policies designed to 

encourage technology transfer can be formulated and implemented. The Egyptian consultant 

highlights the fact that the automotive manufacturing companies have not been persuaded to 

put in systems or invest in methods that would encourage the transfer of technology. The 

lack of local R and D and low local content militate against such transfers. New and modern 

products would also help. The Moroccan consultant has not been able to discover any 

genuine transfers of technology. The local content is low, and the products made arc labour 

intensive and of low value added. A failure by the state to rationalise production meant a 
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proliferation of products. In tum this meant no dedicated low cost production with high local 

value added justifying a tr.msfer of te-.:hnology. The link with Fiat is dt!Signed to rectify this 

with a local value added of 500/o within three years. This will make it possible to manufacture 

sophisticated and complex components. A central feature of this will be that the supp!iers 

must meet internationally approved qu~lity standards. A local ratification scheme is being 

introduced. To sell products in a global market they must meet internationally competitive 

standards. The Kenyan consultant highlights the lack of progress in this area. The Ethiopians 

starting from a position where they have very little automotive activity see that technology 

transfer relies upon the correct institutional infrastructure, with quality standards very much 

to the fore. The transfer of the most appropriate technologies is seen as vital, and again a 

technology standards bureau would be central to this. The transfer of technology must begin 

at the planning stage be it the manufacturing plant itself, or the vehicles or components it 

makes. Technical studies, training, diffusion, certification are all part of the technology 

transfer process. Most African countries are aware of this and some have the institutional 

pre-requisite. However, the activation of technology tr.msfer depends upon the relationship 

between the international source of that technology and the local industry. As the position in 

South Africa shows. and also the developments in Morocco. this is the key to significant 

transfers in the global and highly competitive motor industry of the future. Policies aiming at 

local content must take this on board, and not produce a set of conditions that make it 

difficult for the vehicle and component producers to he competitive. 

Technclozy 

All the local African vehicle assemblers depend on imported technology obtained mainly 

through direct investment and licensing. In effect. joint ventures of various kinds have been 

instrumental in providing product and process technology. To that extent inter-firm 

relationships have and will continue to be the main route by which the motor industry in 

Africa, assemblers and component makers. will have access to technology. Apart from a few 

minor cases no country has been able to establish design independence. 
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The increasing complexity of specifications and more exacting standards means that imported 

h..-chnology becomes even more entrenched. The costs of staying at the forefront of 

developments would be prohibitive for a!l African country to go it alone. Low volumes in 

total and. aggravated further by fr.igmented production. has militated against investing in the 

latest capital intensive technology. This has not helped the introduction of efficient 

production techniques. The increasingly complex standards makes it difficult for component 

finns to keep up with the level of specification and standards required. 

The use of out-sourcing. the development of strategic alliances. and increasing value added 

levels. depends upon the nature of production. The simple assembly operations based upon 

C.K.D. militates against the upgrading of technology. Outsourcing. alliances. and more value 

added all depend on more activities being located and undertaken locally. The production of 

vehicles in relatively large numbers as in South Africa and in future in Morocco is 

fundamental to many tech1;ological developments. Hence the continuing interest in 

developing a local car. However doing this is only worthwhile if sc~·h production can be 

economically and commercially viable. 

The assembly plan!s and local components have made very little effort to form alliances with 

the automotive industry in other developing countries who may have competitive advantages 

in some areas almost equal to the developed countries. However the South African industry 

will be drawn into closer alliance. Vehicle finns like BMW, General Motors. and Fiat and 

component finns like Johnson Controls and Delphi are already indicating how South Africa 

can become part of a global industry. Similar moves 1re occurring in North Africa. 

Firms in countries like Nigeria arc trying to co-operate with each other to the common good. 

Achievements arc limited because of low local value added. However. one interesting 

development is that some component parts makers arc sourcing equipment from newly 

developed economics, especially in Asia. Refurbished tools from Europe arc also purchased. 
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Components rejected by local assemblers have found acceptar.-."C in the replacement markets.. 

This is a phenomenon not unknown in developed countries. but countries must be careful that 

they do not get a reputation for making sub-standard products. 

The development of regional groupings will be an opportunity to form strategic alliances. 

However, competing ambitions, divided organisational support and lack of commitment 

usually means that such groupings have rlisappointing results. Experience from Latin 

America and South East Asia shows how unusual the development has been of the European 

Union. On a local level the development of orgcanisations geared to fi"'stering inter-firm 

relationships proves useful. This is understood in the cou."ttries covered in this study. This is 

also being done in developed countries. (For instance, in Wales the Welsh Development 

Agency fosters .. Source Wales'· and supplier associations to generate int~r-firm links). 

Unique technology in vehicles has not occurred in Africa beyond some relatively minor 

adaptations. There may still be a chance of doing something more fundamental in this regard 

and with global implications. This is particularly so in the CV field. 

Countries with small markets will find it difficult to increase value added, and access to 

technology will be limited. Th-: Kenyan experience is instructive here. 

Training is also vital. To be able to use technology training in machine use, plant layout, 

computer aided functions and so on is needed. Clearly Government has a role here and this is 

highlighted in some of the cons1Jltants · reports. Sub-contractors must be helped to attain the 

right targets in delivery time, quality and price. A major purchaser, like Fiat in Morocco, cnn 

be vital in promoting this. but Government inspired initiatives also have a role. The modem 

sub contractor must asrire to world best standards. The Moroccan report is a useful summary 

of what can occur. 
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One of the factors mentioned already concerning the ease of access to technology is the role 

of the level oflocal content. A low level means a limited local contribution and input. It 

appears from the consultants' reports that apart from South Africa the typical total local 

content (i.e., not the material and component content) is :n the range of I 0 to 30%. The 

problems of acquiring high level technology must be seen in this hght. 

Finance 

There is still a significant elem:mt of state involvement in the ownership of vehicle firms and 

some component firms in some countries. Zambia is pursuing a laisser faire policy but state 

co-ownership can still be found in Ethiopia, Nigeria, Morocco and in countries pursuing 

privatisation like Kenya. In Morocco the agreement with Fiat was signed by the Government 

but a new company Fiat Auto Maroc, jointly state owned but domin<;ted by Fiat was 

established as a result. That is, Fiat's interests were transferred from the state linked 

co:npany Somaca. Although state involvement had a numi:>er of roots such as helping to 

develop an industry in the first place, or trying to influence company policy, privatisation 

means that governments will not be able to influence the policies and direction of companies 

from within. If a country wants to attract major investmt:nts from the wurld motor industry 

they may have to accept that internal state involvement is not always acceptable. (But see 

below). 

The bulk of the motor industry activities in North Africa and South Africa are either l<.'cal or 

foreign owned. The local ownershir often means operating with a foreign licence. 

In South Africa there arc majc: local investments in the motor industry as well as funding by 

internaticnal companies. This gives a stability to the industry in that the operation is deeply 

rooted in the local economy. State funding is a source of investment and the Fiat project in 

Morocco is a 50:50 venture. Countries like Kenya have depended heavily on International 

Banks to finance assembly and component projects. Some funding is available form local 

state and private banks for more modest operations. Increasingly countries arc having to look 
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to the foreign automotive firm to assemble a financial package. In this regard a state 

investment can give comfort to foreign investors by indicating a local commitment. 

The source of funds is a mixture of International Agencies, local banks. local investors, 

foreign investors and the state. The mix vari~s country by country but only South Africa 

approaches the position where much investment can be sourced from local private investors. 

Market 

The total number of vehicles in use in Africa in 1994 was 10.6 million cars and 5.5 million 

commercial vehicles. The total annual sales of new cars is about 400,000, and :.v0,000 CV s. 

South Africa currently accounts for about half of new car sales and 40% of new CV sales. a 

proportion that will remain almost constant until economic development in the rest of Africa 

accelerates. How.:!ver, there is a massive business in importing used cars and CVs. For 

instance the import of used vehicles into Zimbabwe is from South Africa. the Far East and 

Europe. Most of the vehicles imported from South Africa are by the lower income groups 

who cannot afford to buy locally. In Morocco in 1994 there were 92,000 used cars sold to 

10,000 new cars. In Nigeria in 1993. there were 9.954 vehicles made locally but 154.554 

imports. Of the latter there were 6,000 new cars and 110,000 used cars, and 5,000 new CVs 

and 33,000 used CVs. In Kenya used vehicle imports mainly from Dubai and Japan. ha,·c 

accelerated signifi<.antly to take 20% of the market. 

Therefore the total annual vehicle market is well in excess of the number of new vehicles 

bought each year. Of the 590,000 cars bought in 1993 ID the ej~ht survey countries other than 

Ethiopia, and 220,000 CVs, at least 250,000 were used ca1s adding to the stock of vehicles 

a11d 50,000 were used CVs. In other words, the size of the annual market is underestimated 

by the new car sector. The used cars give access to affordabie cars. As these used vehicles 

are imports they are 'new' vehicles to the market. 
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111e largest local markets are South Africa. Nigeria. Morocco. Egypt and possibly Algeria and 

Libya. This is on the basis of new and imported used vehicles sold on the domestic market. 

In regional terms fr.e Southern countries within the direct economic influence of South 

Africa-Botswana. Zimbabwe, Zambia. Moz.ambique, Angola. Lesotho and Swaziland -

constitute a regional mark.el of some consequence. Despite its small size the Zimbabwean 

motor industry does manage to export a few vehicles. 1,877 and 369 respectively in 1992 and 

1993. This is modest but significant. So far the small automotive industry in the Southern 

region does not compete directly with the South Africa industry with the exception of imports 

from Botswana. This exception is interesting as Hyundai is selling at"Ound 1.200 vehicles a 

month to South Africa and has major plans for expansion. South African used vehicles arc 

finding their way into other African countries. Nigerian regional ambitions will depend upon 

the development of ECOW AS. Some components for the after market are being circulated in 

the region but it will take time for the area to provide Nigeria with an attractive regional 

market. The North African countries of Morocco, Algeria. Tunisia, Libya and Egypt can 

provide an annual car market of around 300,000 units and a CV market of 30,000 units. 

Some minor exporting to the region exists but now with the appearance of alternative 

products like the Fiat Palio (The 178), regionaJ exports will still depend on the willingness of 

countries to move away from conducting trade on a bilateral basis. 

The difficulties of freeing trade on even a regional level is shown by the recent retreat from 

trade liberalisation by Brazil, and the long drawn out process of implementing liberalisation 

in ASEAN. Kenya hopes that its domestically made CVs will fall in price and sell well in the 

PT A region. The appearance of cheap Indian vehicles is giving a new benchmark for prices. 

Exports have not been a major feature of the African motor industry. It is clear that given the 

new political climate South African exports of cars and components will grow significantly. 

not least because the international companies in the country will draw their South African 

activities more closely anj actively into their international network. The Fiat production in 

Morocco is intended for more than local consumption. and the local component supplies can 
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expect to find a wider market especially in the developed countries. The sourcing of C.K.D. 

kits for China in Nigeria shows what is possible. 

Customs duties, tariffs and quotas are consistent features of the African commercial 

landscape. lbese can be inflated by local excise and sales truces. Even 1hough tariffs can be 

high such is the cost of local production that effective protection is low or negative. an..: 

customers buy imported vehicles if they can afford to buy at all. As is clear from some of the 

consultants'reports (e.g. Kenya) the tariff barriers are not always enforced. The statistics 

suggest that protection of the domestic industry in Zambia, Zimbabwe, Nigeria. Kenya. 

Morocco and Tunisia is not preventing imports, especially if they are classed as used 

vehicles. It may be an exaggeration to say that effective liberalisation is occurring when 

customs duties are still high (e.g. 40% in Zambia) but this is not protecting the local industry 

very much. However a combination of import duties, excise duties and sale taxes inflate the 

import cost, in some cases by I 00%. This severely limits the demand for vehicles and 

explains the interest in used vehicles, in which are after all low income markets. 

The policy of reduced tariff protection in South Africa will still constitute a major barrier 

because of effective policinr, and monitoring. Nonetheless unless domestic efficiency 

increa~es in line with the tariff reductions effective protection will be reduced. 

Red tape and delay in the import of machinery and r:ompc :ients, say by origin certificates. is 

still a feature and undermines the development of the local industry. This also militates 

against the introduction of just-in-time production and logistical systems. 

In a number of countries real and money incomes are falling. Nigeria, Kenya, Zambia and 

Zimbabwe arc particularly affected. As incomes were low to begin with this reinforced the 

skewness of the market towards commercial and institutiona1 hwyers, including aid donors. 

As a result very few private individuals can afford new cars or indeed CVs. The fall in 

income reinforces the interest in valuc-for-monl!y, diverts demand to the import of used 

vehicles or imports from cheaper sources like India and Korea, and encourages the use of 

imported counterfoit parts in the aftcrmarket. Of the surveyed countries only South Africa 
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was seen as experiencing an immediate and significant improvement in vehicle demand. 

a!though Morocco and Egypt were bullish about post medium tenn future prospects. In some 

markets the fall in demand for domestic products was serio::~. with capacity utilisation in 

Nigeria being only 5%. 

The motor industry because it spends so much and must try to forecast events needs data. A 

serious problem in many of the surveyed countries is the poor quality of statistics. The 

Zambian consultant draws attention to improbable import figures. Efforts must be made to 

rectify this problem where it exists. 

The total vehicle stock in all countries gives rise to an after market. As already suggested this 

would be even greater if there were adequate vehicle testing procedures. The poor quality of 

many roads and the heavy utilisation of vehicles reinforces other market demands. In some 

countries domestic manufacturer~ are missing the opportunity of supplying the sector. In 

Nigeria the renlacement parts are mainly imports. In Kenya "non-genuine' spares are forcing 

out genuine. The fall in incomes is making drivers patronise the cheapest source even if 

quality is poorer. Imports are sourced mainly in Korea, Taiwan, China and South Africa. 

although it must be said that not all of these are sub-standard items by any means. 

As the vehicle pare is so fragmented it is not easy for a local component sector to make items 

in sufficient volume for them to be price competitive and profitable. Hrwever, there arc 

some generic items that would fit a number of vehicle types. If this was done some local 

viable production may be attainable. 

The market for vehicles is price and income elastic. The low level of incomes and indeed the 

fall in incomes in many countries identified by consultants, further depresses demand. To 

ohtain affordable products customers tum to the used car and CV market, and vehicle makers 

have to buy the best value components. The increase in demand in South Africa is driven by 

economic growth, the age of the vehicle pare but also a fall in the price of new vehicles. 

Similarly the appearance of the low price Fiat on the Moroccan market is expected to boost 

n.!w car production and sales. 
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The vehicle market in Africa is limited and has many ditliculties. However. there is a \'Chicle 

market to be exploited and the surveys are at least beginning to shed light on opportunities. 

These opportunities are such that it is a mistake for the developed counlries and international 

companies to ignore the automotive market and industry in Africa. 

Environmental Considerations 

The developed world's interest in environmental matters where vehicle design, manufacture 

and use are concerned has not been lost on African countries. To supply components and 

vehicles to an international market means that they must meet exacting standards. To meet 

the requirements of a local or regional market that operates to a different set of requirements 

may be tempting in the short term, but damaging in the longer run in that African products 

would be excluded. Also to make products to two sets of standards will fragment production 

and increase unit costs because of limited output. This would continue to price African 

products out of world markets. Hence, environmental issues are of prime importance to the 

African automotive sector. 

Many of the survey countries have established environmental protection and control agencies. 

lbe Economic Council for Zambia, the Nigerian Federal Environmental Protection Agency. 

the Egyptian Organisation for Environmental Protection and agencies in Tunisia and 

Morocco, show how Africa is alert to the issues that are receiving so much attention in the 

developed countries. Tnc fact remains that much is left to be done and there is a wide gulf 

between intention and achievement. The environmental interest in the developed world 

centres on lighter and more fuel efficient vehicles. reduced emissions and noise. improved 

safety features and increased recycling. Even South Africa is some years behind in 

intr~ducing these features with lead free petrol only being available from 1996. 

Countries arc littered with abandoned vehicles and components. There appears to be some 

effort at various scrap colkctior. hut matters arc constrain. ' by a limited local demand for 
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scrap. In Zambia most of the scrap metal is exported to South Africa fi.lr processing. but 

serious collection and vehicle scrap will only be achieved by installing scrap recovery plants 

in the country. In Nigeria the incentive to recover scrap has been constrained by a ban on 

scrap metal exports. In Kenya recycling industries arc absent. apart from the foundries and 

casting shops using scrapped metal and the vehicle repairers using scrapped vehicles as a 

source of spares. 

Countries with simple C.K.D. assembly as the basis of their motor industries generate limited 

waste material at the production state. However, countries are seeing facilities like paint 

plants being built to standards that ensure that waste pollution does not leak into the 

countryside. Ethiopia is particularly keen to insure this as many industrial facilities are 

located in essentially farming and rural areas. 

The recycling of scrap can be inc~a3sed further if a scrap recovery infrastructure can be pJt 
/ 

in place. In addition vehicle refurbishment linked to the recycling of parts into the after 

mark.:t can be taken further. 

Vehicle usage through its affect on emission, congestion and accidents means that countries 

should formulate transport policies at the earliest opportunity. In addition although the issue 

is being discussed, Africa needs to establish local standards for vehicle exhaust emissions 

both to protect the local environment and to allow locally built vehicles a wider circulation. 

Nigeria is aware of the need to gradually introduce and increase standards so that they 

eventually reach world requirements. Clean air is behind the emerge of many of the African 

environmental protection agencies, and Morocco is in the process of producing draft 

regulations for improving the •cteanliness' of local vehicles. Tunisia wants to avoid the 

environmental mistakes both of others and its own past experience. On the other hand no 

emission standards arc on the horizon where most survey countries arc concerned. At least. 

that is the impression that is gained from the consultants' reports. 
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Waste n.-duction opportunities exist as the use of scrap metals and old oils from engines 

illustrates. Pollution prevention is appearing in the area of ··chicle production. but the 

introduction of anti-pollution standards for vehicles. and the monitoring of compPJ11ce is 

rudimentary to say the least. The consultants· reports point to the creat1011 of recycling 

capabilities. although this needs reinforcing through the emergence of local and regional 

markets for the output. 

Consultants' Reports 

The usefulness of conducting a study on the motor industry in Africa. its prospects and 

possible role in economic development is, as said at the outset. is partly due to the fact that it 

draws attention to the mere existence of an African automotive sectors. The consultants· 

reports are a realistic view of the industry. Str1~tural problems anJ inefficiencies are not 

ignored, and indeed often highlighted by their conclusions and recommendations. In the 

main the consultants conclusions are positive in that the industry can play a role in national 

strategies for industrialisation although this does not necessarily mean major local assembly 

in every case. The consultants' recommendations are therefore based upon a hard headed 

examination of local conditions and opportunities. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The foregoing gives a feel of the state of the motor industl')' in Africa and thcrdi.lrc an idea of 

what it can or cannot do in the drive towards national and regional industrialisation. It is this 

issue that now must be addressed 

The Market 

The size of local and regional markets are small. In many instances an already small market 

is contracting. This is due to economic difficulties reducing incomes but also high production 

costs involving high local prices which limit demand. To protect local operations tariff 

protection is used to increase the price of imported products. However. in some cases 

protectionism is inefficiently applied and local producers are undercut. As a result some 

markets are served mainly by imports rather than local production. Hence the conditions are 

absent that helped the take-off of focal motor industries in Latin America and parts of Asia. 

where successful import substitution existed. The purchase of used imported cars is favoured 

either because of the local protectionist rules. the attractive prices. or both. 

The smallness of the market's effects on unil production costs and efficiency is aggravated 

further by fragmented production. This involves too many firms making too many products. 

sometimes with model life cycles heing too short. This makes it difficult to establish a viahle 

local component and material supply industry. In addition the small production runs means 

that only simple .ssembly operations can be established as any move to advanced 

manufacturing would be totally uneconomic In return labour intensive technologies in simple 

assembly plants cannot deal with the effects of a complex mix of products and many model 

changes because of short model life cycles. f :encc. local production techniques cannot cope 

with the efficient production of Far Eastern vehicle makers. 

Where more advanced manufacturing is involved the size of the market although larger than 

the average is still insufficient to allow optimum production. Again problems arc reinforced 
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by low production volumes. high degrees of fragmentation and low pmductivity. This does 

not well equip the local motor industry. even in South Africa. to de:il with challenges. lligh 

production costs and an inefficient component ~""Ctor has been the result. Increased 

competition is seen as an answer to this inetliciency. Consequently. increased liberalisation 

and privatisation is a major feature of the di mate surrounding and affecting the African 

automotive sector. 

lnvrstment and Develop...mml 

Attracting major foreign investments is seen as a way to facilitate adjustment. A large local 

investment creating an efficient size vehicle operation will provide a market for local 

components and increase competitive pressures. This v.ill improve quality and increase 

efficiency. The interest in a •Kenyan' or 'Nigerian· car is seen as the way to develop a ~ocal 

manufacturing infrastructure, whilst Moro~co is pursuing these goals with the economy car 

project based upon the Fiat world car. International vehicle and compor.~nt makers ar~ 

developing single basic designs but which can be made in many locations. The approach is to 

think globally but act locally. To do this companies are simplifying their operations. Africa 

is beginning to feel the effects of this. The Delphi operation which encompasses many of 

General Motors component operations and Johnson Controls have operations in Africa and 

are predicting increased vehicle making activity on the Continent. Investment is by direct 

investment or joint ventures. Countries like South Africa. Morocco, Algeria and Egypt arc 

appearing in more of the development plans of vehicle firms and component makers. 

Despite this the motor industry has so far played a marginal role in the industrialisation of 

many countries. The small scale of the total sector in Zambia, Ethiopia and Kenya has meant 

that the industry has not had a significant economic impact. The low local content of output 

in these countries and in Nigeria. Tunisia. Zimbabwe. Morocco and Egypt has furtt er reduced 

its economic impact even though in some cases substantial operations exist. The 

preconditions for development are sound in man!' of these countries with local manufacturing 
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facilities for various materials. and enterprises in other sectors. for instance railw·ay rolling 

stock. which could have a role to play in a viable automotive sector. 

The operation and success even of the production of simple parts and components needs a 

deliberate policy if maximum benefit is to be achieved. A policy of laissez faire if left 

entirely to Itself does not seem to generate much in the form of manufacturing investment. It 

does need some government promotion. For reasons such as free market myopia. or infant 

industry development, some government involvement can be helpful. The countries in the 

developing world that have major automotive sectors have been ones where government 

involvement of various hues has been common. State involvement in co-operation with the 

private sector and foreign inward investment, has produced results. If the state has a degree 

of autonomy from vested interests, internal or foreign, then it can pursue goals that do not 

reflect the interests of groups, or indeed may go against those groups. African countries are 

not in a strong position in this regard. The Kenyan case highlights how a major part of the 

production of vehicles is by contract assemblers dominated by those interests which own the 

vehicle franchises. As such, the assemblers have no independent choice as to what is made. 

and production is based upon short term profits rather than the long term needs of 

manufacture. This leads to fragmentation and an inability to build up a specialisation or to 

pursue cost reducing rationalisation. This is also mentioned in the context of Zambia. Not 

only is •autonomy' needed but also •unity'. The various state interests must pull in the same 

direction. The degree of advance and co-ordination within and among different state 

authorities must be high. Hence the Industrial, Transport, Foreign Trade, Finance. and 

Development agencies must co-ordinate their approach. The reports indicate that much more 

could be done in this regard. Again, it meuns a degree of autonomy from forces in society. It 

is interesting that some countries are trying to establish co-ordinating bodies to represent the 

interests of the motor industry and to maximise the benefit the industry can have on 

economic developments. In other instances it is clear that Government has no clear cut policy 

at all when it comes to the motor industry. lndee<l, some liberalisation policies appear to 
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operate in a vacuum. creating a climate where the position of the local motor industry is 

untenable. 

Clearly there must be a judgement between the interests of liberalisation and the degree of 

rrotectior. needed by loc:il industry. including the motor industry. If industry has been 

fostered in a climate of protection. but even then due to the size of the market it is not in a 

strung position, then to reduce protection to a level where the local industry cannot compete 

may be a mistake on developmental grounds. What is almost worse are the instances where 

investors are persuaded that protection exists but due to inefficiency, corruption or a 

misjudgement as to the level of effective protection, the industry receives little support. This 

appears to be happening in a number of instances and can only give the wrong signals to risk 

talcing investors. That is, the motor industry needs the state to use appropriate policy 

instruments. 

If there is congruence between the objectives of the state and the leading actors in the 

automotive sector, the development of the sector is given a considerable boost The move 

from local content objectives, to attracting investment which will have an optimum size 

market by exporting, and in addition will help the locally based supply infrastructure to 

develop is a case in point. The industry in Morocco and South Africa are embarking on this 

route. 

Technology 

The modem motor industry makes products of the highest quality and standard. The African 

countries are aware that they cannot establish significant automotive sectors unless the 

vehicles and components made are of international quality. In tum this means access to first 

rank technology. This has to be through licences and inward investmem. Paramount to the 

application of new technology and the attainment of appropriate manufacturing standards is 

the provision of training. The consultants' reports point to some activities in this area, but the 

general impression is that much more needs to be done. 
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Major technology transfer will not occur if operations arc limited to simple assembly. A high 

import content in the locally manufactured products reaches its peak with C.K .D. operntions. 

but even operations that have advanced to some local manufacture experience this. Local 

devaluation can increase production costs to uneconomic le,·els. This has resulted in the 

recent closure of African operations. High import content also means very little local 

component making. However. small scale production with <a high local content would lead to 

high unit costs. There is no new technology. despite the introduction of new flexible 

techniques. that allows an escape from this. Hence local protection with high local content 

must be based upon significant output volumes. One way of moving towards this is to reduce 

the fragmentation in the number of companies, models and components. However this could 

lead to too much local monopoly. Hence. the realisation by many of the survey countries 

that other approaches are needed. The establishment of a regional market is one approach. 

and the attraction of an optimum size facility plugged into the international network of the 

international vehicle and component maker is another. This helps technology transfer and the 

diffusion of world best practice. Even then, it is recognised that Rand D investment need a 

scale beyond the local. However, in time African countries could become the centre for i 
certain automotive Rand D facilities. It is not easy to predict when, or what they would 

entail, but the intriguing thing about free markets and competitive pressures is that the 

unexpected docs happen. 

Income Levds and Demal1JJ. 

Whilst incomes remain low and prices are high mass motoring in Africa will remain 

something for the future. GDP per capita in most African countries is well below $1,000 a 

year. Experience suggests that vehicle sales increase rapidly when GDP per hcaJ exceeds 

$5.000 per year. True mass motorinl; needs even more than this. New vehicles will be the 

preserve of companies, institutions and top of the range cars for the St>l~ct fow. The used car 

will remain most people's way into vehicle ownership as it has always been. The noteable 

feature in Africa is the extent to which there is international trade in used vehicles. The size 

of this market illustrates the real size of the annual vehicle market. not just the demand for 
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new vehicles. Even so. the used vehicle st.--ctor is a serious competitor to the locailf ma~c 

vehicle and constrains the gro\\1h in the new vehicle assembly industry. Countrie~ like 

Morocco by encouraging the production of an t.-conomy car hope that this \\ill offor a car of 

such a price that the used car Ylill be driven off the road. However. in many parts of Africa 

such is the modesty of annual incomes. and the price of even the cheapest new car. that the 

imported used car will have a major place in many car markets for a long time yet. as long as 

imports are allowed. Of course. other countries want to develop an indigenous car not just to 

offer cheap motoring but to develop a local component industry. However, a local car '"ith a 

high domestic content would be expensive and hardly within reach of a wide clientele. In 

short, the attempt to develop a local component sector by this route could destroy any 

commercial future the vehicle may have. This would not be helpful tc component producers. 

The vehicle stock in most countries provide the opportunities for an after market in spare 

parts and accessory sales. As regards the former a system cf vehicle testing and inspection 

would n\lt only help safety and reduce pressure on the health facilities. but provide a boost to 

the aftermarket. The consultants' reports indicate that most countries can produce simple 

components and in some cases competition from imports is improving local standards. In 

other cases this is not so and even the aftermarket is being lost to ~heaper imports. including 

counterfeit products. The reasons why the latter are so easy to obtain must be a question for 

the authorities locally. However, the aftermarket is not an area where African enterprises 

have made maximum use of their opportunities. This is a local. service based activity and 

being on the spot knowing the needs and requirements of the markets, an<l the ways of best 

supplying it, should be exploited by local enterprise. Service back up for rroducts in the 

retail sector should not be deficient. In some instances it is. and again this provides a 

husine.:;s opportunity. This is especially so in the case of unofficial imp,)! ls outside the .isual 

franchise system. 

The industry is seen in most of the survey countries as being a major force for ecou,-.mic 

development. Thc1ntercst in local content is based upon the wish to diffuse the impa,.:t of 
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vehide assembly more widely. However. this generates wealth and creates jobs only if it can 

be done without undennming the viability of the enterprise. 

The demand for vehicles grows with mcomes. as well as the wealth creation of the vehicle 

industry itselfbeiny a way 01-~::creasing incomes in the first place. By their nature vehicles 

are not cheap. hence local manufacture is seen as mitigating adverse balance of payments and 

foreign exchange effects. Of course if local production is more expensive than imports the 

effects on internal costs would be serious. In some instances, notably Morocco. local content 

aims are being abandoned in favour of export led expansion. There the industry's 

development is based upon facilities that will serve not only the home market but will 

generate exports. The attractivcnes;; Gf such facilities will attract further inward investment 

by component makers, who in time will deveiop their own export business. It is possible that 

local component makeri will benefit in this way as re!!. Governments try to control the 

structure of the industry to prevent costly fragmentation, but in the event they are often 

incapable of preventing such fragmentation if ~eir degree of• autonomy' (see above) is 

insufficient. Initial development is to meet the needs of the local market. but a viable 

industry with sor.1e degree of local content needs more than that. The industry can also be at 

the forefront of developing regional alliances. The consultants' reports highlight the need for 

this, but also the first faint stirrings of moves in this direction. The vibrance and dy11amism 

of the motor industry makes it an important and pivotal sector. This is not to say that every 

countr/ should have a full range of automotive activities. On the contrary most countries 

should concentrate on a few activities preferably within the content of a regional industry. In 

Europe, the emergence of the European Union has meant that some countries are developing 

motor industry activities for the first time, sometimes they arc vehicle assembly operations. 

but mainly components. This is only possible in the context of a regional or "European" 

industry. Hence, the view of some African countries, e.g. Zimbabwe, that the local industry 

should find its own level is not without merit. On the other hand, the state must ensu'e that it 

is not missing viable opportunities even if viability must be looked at over a wider time frame 

than the immediate. 
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Nature q/Market 

South Africa leads the motor industry in Africa. The impact it could have in developing a 

regional Southern African industry will be profound. To address the probkm ofbt.--coming a 

significant part of the world industry the South African industry must move on to new stages 

of development. reducing tariffs to reduce protection. reducing fragmentation to improve 

economies of scale, addressing production inefficiencies to reduce input costs. pursuing 

exports and attracting foreign investment to in effect facilitate adjustment. are hopeful signs 

for the long term viability of South African automotive production. In the past competition 

within South Africa was in the context of a protected and fragmented industry. That is. 

competition did not eliminate high unit costs. High monopoly ·rents· were earned by some 

companies. It now appears that competition will be intensified and that there will be nowhere 

for the inefficient to hide. 

Africa is showing great awareness where environmental issues are concerned. The problems 

of pollution, recycling materials and congestion are beginning to intrude on long term policy 

formulation. As yet little is being done and Africa lags behind developments elsewhere. 

However developments in terms of the product and the production process are occurring. 

The industry must improve its marketing. The environment is changing from one where a 

sellers' market existed to a buyers' market. The demand for quality, variety. good service 

and attention to detail will intensify as the power of the consumer increases. The policies of 

liberalisation do just that and the industry must respond. Otherwise sub-standard local 

products will be unsold against the superior products, both vehicles and components. sourced 

elsewhere. However, markets will still project different attitudes to acceptable specifications 

and prices, and the ratio between them:-
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Different Customer Expectation 

Acceptable 
Market 
Price 

/.Germany 
/ Japan 

T~~ 
Spain 

llf!liland 
/ Australia 

Spec A 

~l!: Indonesia 
P. and Philippines 

etnam Spec B 
China 

Required Specifications 

That is all markets will want modem products rather than accept hand-me-down older 

productc; withdrawn fror.i the developed markets, but the specifications can differ. So, where 

would the African countries in the study be placed in the diagram? The answer would be: 

near the bottom left hand comer. 

Chaaginz Industry 

New vehicle makers are appearing in the world market. The Korean motor industry has plans 

to expand car production from 1.8 million cars and 600,000 CVs to 4 million cars they hope 

to make and I million CVs by 2001. In the case of Daewoo for instance, of the 2 million cars 

made in 200 I, one million will be built in Korea of which 50% will be sold at home and the 

other half exported to developed markets. The other one million will be built in transplants in 

under-developed markets, markets which Daewoo wants to dominate. In other words, a 
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Korean company may be ready to move into Africa with major facilities that would be 

superior to the opposition in order to carve out a major part of the market. and to \\rong foot 

their competitors. Similarly this is a strategy tht could appe-al to Indian and Chinese CV 

makers. 

There are local companies making vehicles in Africa such as AMCF in Ethiopia. SONACA 

in Morocco. AVM and KVM in Kenya. or Delta in Suuth Africa. However. their real 

autonomy is highly constrained as they invariably make vehicles under license from the 

international companies. Hence Africa must look to help from the motor manufacturers 

outside the region to develop its automotive sector. 

Only a relatively small number of African countries have vehicle production. If this remains 

the case then the industry can deve~ i' on a basis where vehicle production by being confined 

to a few countries can increase the chances of establishing viable operations. After all. this is 

what has occurred in the other areas of the world including Europe. These African countries 

are ones where some market potential and technical capability exists. Even here the 

preconditions are not strong but they do exist. This can be built upon. International vehicle 

and component firms are looking to expand. Africa can become a part of their plans. 

German investment plans arc an example of this:-
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German Investment Inventions 

No expansion or only within Germany 
Expansion outside Germany 

Of 60% - Eastern Europe 
Western Europe 
USA 
Asia 
Other Americas 
Other 

1996-2000 

Auto Suppliers 

400/o of Companies 
60% of Companies 

32% 
16% 
16% 
15% 
11% 
10%* 

*Given the modest intentions in Australia and New Zealand as Germany does 
not make vehicles there apart from a limited number ofM.A.N. and 
Mercedes CVs most of .. others ··will be spent in Africa 

Therefore the component and materials firms are engaged in a major world-wide investment 

programme. The 'global' motor industry does have a reality and is not merely a glib 

description devoid of substance. 

Determhumts Qflnvesfment 

The typical investment analysis of selected developing countries made by investment and 

manc.gement consultant firms is influential in determining the investment dccisionr and their 

location by their major automotive clients. African countries would be examined in the same 

way and would have to project a sufficient degree of net attractiveness to survive the 

international competition for investment prospects. A brief resume of the attitudes towards 

selected countries can show the thinking behind. and the thrust of much of, the advice given 

to automotive companies. This is reproduced in Appendix Three. 
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Investment as appendix three shows depends on a variety of factors. At the outset it is clear 

that Market Attracti~ is influenced by more than size, often development policies are the 

key:-

High 

Low 

Market 

Attractiveness 

Score •India 

•Russia 

•Poland 

•Hungary •China 

•Thailand 

•Bulgaria 

•Romania 

•South Africa 

Car Sale!' 

•Brazil 

The question must be asked and answered ''Where would the various African countries be?" 

In the main, Africa would trod to the bottom left hand comer. Also Government Policies 

affect the attractiveness of investment choices and the associated risks:-

High 

Low 

Market 

Attractiveness 

Score 

0 

•Russia 

•India 

•China 

•South Africa 

•Bulgaria 

•Romania 

Risk and Investment Score 
High 
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Low 

•Brazil 

•Poland 

•Hungary 

•Thailand 



Again, how would the African countries rank? This time the result might be more varied. 

African countries must have a realistic view of their strengths and weaknesses. WishtUI 

thinking will not produce results. There are structural weaknesses and inetlicicncies and 

these are evident in the consultants· reports. Markets are small and in a number of cases 

declining. Local content is low except in the case of South Africa. This means reliance on 

long lines of supply which makes it difficult to introduce world best practice such as just-in

time. Simple assembly, although labour intensive does not produce flexibility. Reliance on 

foreign imports means not only low local content and little local manufacture, but also 

exposure to exchange rate fluctuations. Reliance on foreign technology means royalty costs 

and export restrictions, but no African market will support major local R & D for some time. 

and then only on a regional basis. All too often African products have been technically poor 

and of low build quality. Plants in developing African markets have been short of managerial 

and supervisory personnel to transmit technology and carry out plant operations. This is one 

reason why simple assembly plants are inflexible, when their use of non automated 

techniques could in fact help flexibility. After all, the training of Japanese workers is a major 

factor in explaining the flexibility of the plants in Japan. 

Supply Chain 

Among the major deficiencies in operating the production plants are underdeveloped suppli-:r 

capabilities, inadequate quality control systems and a shortage of qualified technicians and 

managers. By creating a "sellers· market" protection and import substitutions tends to 

undermine quality and reliability. Government systems of industrial licensing and resource 

allocation compound the difficulties of scheduling production and add to production costs. 
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Just-in-time methods are not feasible. The products themselves arc not always suited to the 

consumer needs or developing economies of Africa. but more geared to short term profit 

condsiderations. 

It is important for African counti;es to achieve and maintain good quality !'tandards in the 

production of basic materials and components and the assembly of finished vehicles. This is 

not always easy in African countries sheltered from competitive forces. 

Supplier industries are crucial in the development of an automotive industry. The ideal is a 

stand alone supply infrastructurr as high percentages of in-plant vertical integration 

intensifies diseconomies of scale. 

Inefficiencies 

Many of the structural problems and areas of inefficiency spring from the problems of 

protection. Inefficient assembly plants and a high cost supply infrastructure compound each 

other"s problems. The lack of exports means that as output increases the foreign exchange 

burden increases even with increases in domestic content. Another iifficulty emanates from 

the technological gap. Because of the high cost of tooling-up for low-volume production. 

African countries usually ended up with vehicle models and production techniques that 

lagged behind latest developments, especially in environmental terms. But since the costs of 

Rand Dare high. little effort was made to adapt product design and production techniques to 

low-volume production. Nor was enough effort madl.! lo develop indigenous R and D 

capabilities. This pattern had implications for growth and development in the automotive 

sector. Product proliferation associated with transplanted t~chnology was not economic for 
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domestic production. and obsolete products and techniques could not compete in worid 

markets. Further problems exist because once pwtection b built into the t.'Conomy. it is 

difficult to remo\·e because of vested interests. 

A fundamental obstacle to production efficiency is the diseconomy of scale when production 

is orientated to internal markets oflimit size. This is compounded by the fragmented 

production of vehicle ranges and components. These problems can be reduced by 

regionalism and specialisation, both of which are in their infancy in Africa. However. South 

Africa has a density of vehicle numhers per head of the population that is approaching the 

boundaries of mass motoring. This will create a dynamo at the heart of a regional motor 

industry. 

The number of people per car in Africa was 62.4 and per vehicle 41. l in 1994. The South 

African figure are 9.6 and 6.7 respectively, only Reunion being lower. (The Seychelles was 

similar). The lowest density in Western Europe is Greece at 5.2 and 3.6 respectively. Of the 

survey countries and other selected countries the vehicle density is as in Table 7. 
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S.11rvo· V e.11.idr. Dt.nsilJ'_ 
Countries P.r.a.11.11£. P.t.r CR.r P.t.a.J!.nI. P.r..r Ve_/1iclt. 
Egypt 45.6 32.7 
Ethiopia 1070.4 724.1 
Kenya 136.3 76.2 
Morocco 33.2 24.1 
Nigeria 143.8 79.5 
South Africa 9.6 6.7 
Tunisia 23.6 15.1 
Zambia 87.8 53.2 
Zimbabwe 62.4 36.4 
Qtbm 

Bulgaria 6.0 5.8 

Argentina 6.7 5.0 
Brazil 13.2 10.8 

Indonesia 36.0 25.9 

Malaysia 7.6 6.5 
Philippines 118.2 40.4 

Taiwan 5.3 4.4 

Thailand 54.0 18.1 
Viet Nam 950.2 505.4 

China 487.9 164.5 

India 244.9 150.0 

Korea 8.4 5.8 

European Union 2.3 2.0 
Japan 2.9 1.9 

USA 1.7 1.3 

Algeria 22.9 14.7 

Libya 10.5 6.0 

Source: SMMT 

Car demand is mainly a function of income per head. wealth and relative prices of cars. 

whereas CV demand is mainly a function of the growth in national income. production and 

expenditure. It is to state the obvious that given favourable trends in these respects the future 
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growth of African vehicle markets would be considerable. Table 7 shows the long term 

opportunities. However. conditions for take off are seen as more favourable in Asia and Latin 

America but for industry to concentrate on these areas to the total exclusion of North Africa 

and Southern Africa would be a mistake. 

In the prosperous markets of Western Europe. No~~ America and Japan incomes are such 

that a full range of cars is bought by the market. In the middle to middle-low incou1e 

countries lik.: Argentina. ora.7jl. Turkey and South Africa a market exists for the family car. 

In the low income areas the car market is often confined to top of the range cars for the select 

few and taxis and official cars. A number of other African countries are close to providing a 

family-car market. 

SJgga. ef Deve/Qpment 

The countries in Africa are in various stages of industrial development. South Africa is in a 

class of its own in this respect. The North African countries are grouped relatively closely 

together. This might be said of Zimbabwe and Zambia, then Kenya and Nigeria, with 

Ethiopia at yet another level of development. The South African motor industry is now 

moving quickly to try to join the global industry, while Morocco and Tunisia clearly sec the 

advance of th,· motor industry as being based upon major domestic developments linked to 

international companies with export promotion replacing local content objectives. In 

Zimbabwe and Zambia the motor industry is marginal to the economy and no clear cut 

government policies arc evident. This is partly true in Kenya but Nigeria is still wedded to 

the creation of a major, indigenous. automotive sector. Ethiopia is only at the dawn of 

industrialisation, but transport is seen as the core of its agricultural development. This calls 
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for CV assembly rather than car developments. Most of these countries have the technical 

preconditions for an indig~·1ous motor industry. but f \!wer have the economic preconditions. 

However. thesl! could emerge in time especially if rationalisation and rcgionalisation occurs. 

Liberalisation must be consistent with rationalisation and efficiency improvements. If 

imports grew more than rationalisation of model and component specialisation. fragmentation 

would increase and not fall. Policies and policy instruments must be appropriate to what is 

required to improve competitiveness, efficiency and development. This will call for 

individually tailored approaches. 

Finance is always a constraint. Local capital is available but apart from South Africa private 

local funds are not sufficient to finance major developments on their own. This needs 

supplementing by state funds, although not necessarily through state participation in the 

equity of firms, but especial!> by foreign capital. This can be via the international vehicle 

and component firms investing in production facilities and in organising sales, service and 

distribution, and by international banks and agencies. Heip in kind can be particularly 

appropriate for training, technical assistance and organisation, quality assurance, partner 

searches and so on. Finance for consumer credit to buy vehicles be it hire purchase or leasing 

and rental finance is crucial in widening a local market. Some of the countries do not have 

much available in the shape of consumer finance. They must be helped to organise such a 

market. 

Countries covered in this study can play host to the motor industry. To obtain maximum 

benefit local operations must be expanded and, via more local content, deepened. The latter 

must he done in such a way as not to harm viability by imposing fragmc,, Jtion and small 
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production runs. lbis can be helped eventually by regionalism. more immediately by 

specialisation. and above all by attracting major investments connected to exporting. This in 

itself "ill providr. an attraction to extra component manufacture. That is. increased deepening 

will be volume led rather than imposed by regulations. If the two can co-exist then the latter 

would do no great harm. as has been the case in Korea. However. Korean conditions may not 

be easy to duplicate. 

Recommendations 

Countries should establish a clear strategy for industry in general and for the motor industry 

in particular. The motor industry strategy should be fonnulatt · . '-·n both a national and a 

regional basis. 

Local manufacturing should be encouraged within the context of a commitment to the 

establishment of a viable automotive sector. This will require some degree of protection 

against jmports and foreign competition, to stabilise the local operating environment for 

automotive products. This must be efficiently and fairly enforced. The aim is to provide a 

limited amount of effective protection. 

Local companies should be encouraged to obtain licenses for production and to forge links 

with international companies. Investment by major international vehicle companies would 

benefit African countries. A major investment would zttract component suppliers and 

provide business for existing firms. Furthermore, there would be a demonstration effect of 

best practice on the rest of the industry. 
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Local content rules can be advocated but they must be feasible objectives. That is. they must 

not inflate local costs too much. Local content rules should be formulated v.ith uitimate 

etliciency of productiori in mind. Countries should exan1ine what this could be and what it 

would mean for them. Strategies based on export promotion which would encourage greater 

local manufacture by attracting and stimulating greater local component manufacture are to 

be encouraged. Another aim is to link duty free import of companies or products to export 

levels. 

Measures to reduce model proliferation and component standardisation are to be encouraged 

within the context of offering the customer effe~· .~ve choice. Increasing producers· access to 

duty free imports in return for increasing model volumes per plant (as the South African 

report cescribes) could be considered. Component makers should be encouraged to 

stcmdardise production for a number of local assemblers. This would require co-operation- ~ 

and often at a level above the local one. 

The industry should be encouraged to make products that are appropriate to local economic 

and operating conditions and that have some volume potential. Improvements should be 

considered for local CV assembly but especially bodywork production. A supply hase can be 

established around this. 

In addition production systems appropriate to local output volumes a~id volume mixes arc 

needed. The husbanding of local technical expertise. and using it to address such problems 

would be an appropriate policy o~jectivc 
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Training schemes of all sorts and for a variety of personnel must be provided. This can 

include computer aided manufacture and design. plant layout and all featur~s of modem 

vehicle production. 

Technology transfer must be encouraged. This is the route to efficient and viable production. 

The best local way of attaining this must be found. This wiil include licensed production. 

joint ventures, personnel transfer and direct foreign investment. 

Policies to stimulate demand will be need~d. This includes the provision of 'onsumer credit. 

and attempts to create regional markets. Technical inspection for older vehicles might be 

considered as a way of increasing the demand for spare parts, and stimulating the local 

vehicle market generally. Export opportunities must be evaluated. The rationalised 

production of minimum cost vehicles will expand the market. The complete control of used 

car imports should be resisted. They provide affordable cars. and can act as a spur to 

increased local efficiency. As indicated above finance should be available for vehicle 

purchase, including leac;ing and renting for CVs. 

Regional approaches must be encouraged. In Southern Africa and North Africa aj,lint 

approach to the developing of the dutomotive sector would open up market opportunities on 

the one hand and cost saving by greater economics of scale and extra efficic'lcics. on the 

other. 

'I he approach to the industry mu-;t h1.: st!!p-hy-stcp. The appropriate level and structure of 

automotive manufacture will d1ff . , ,,. countr; and hy region. The appropriate level of 
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manufacture must be looked at in conjunction with various factors such as the existing supply 

infrastructure, the nature of local vehicle assembly and regional opportunitie5. 

In most instances Africa is only at the threshold of automotive activities. Therefore. the 

industry has a chance to develop in a variety of ways. The various options need consideratior. 

and nothing needs to be taken for granted. However, without some local vehicle production 

component making will he constrained and limited, the aftermarket only requires relatively 

simple items in any volume and even these could be imported more cheaply if local 

production is limited. Consequently, any significant motor industry activity be it component 

making, some development activities or market research needs vehicle production. 

The industry should engage in benchmarking. Initially to match the best in Africa and then to 

approach more international standards of operation &.iYm.the constraints of the nature and 

volume of local activities. That is, small plants without economies of scale cannot match the 

productivity of large scale operations. This should encompass plant and facilities. products. 

marketing and investment. 

Countries do have local techno!ogical expertise. The organisations involved in this together 

with the activities of colleges and universities should be brought together in a critical mass 

co-ordinated within the context of the automotive sector. Where appiopriatc assistance 

programmes for training, quality assurance :ind partner searches should he cstahlished. 
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A local unity of purpose must exist. In other words. are all local interests pulling in the same 

direction. For example. it should be asked whether import franchaisec; and local assembly 

operations should be under separate control to prevent any conflict of interest? 

The experience of developing countries in Asia and Latin America that have developed 

""successful" motor industries should be used. A state involvement of some sort was evident. 

The degree of ·autonomy· of the state from various interests meant that a national goal could 

be pursued. Therefore. the state pursued goals that were not those reflecting interests of a 

particular group. For instance, vehicle firms might want acce.ss to a market via importing and 

not through local production. In addition state "unity' is needed. That is, coherence and co

ordination within and among different state organisations is needed. Otherwise the various 

inte&ests will play off one pan of the state against another. If these conditions are in place 

then appropriate policy instruments are needed. Finally, if there is convergence between the 

objectives of the state and Jeading actors in the sector, then all well and good. African states 

do not have a strong hand when dealing with the international motor industry. The unity of 

purpose may or may not be present depending on the individual country. Consequently, 

Africa must be careful in its dealings with the automotive sector and in its attempts to 

develop a local industry and attract investment, that it docs not try to impose co~ditions that 1t 

is in no condition to insist upon. At a time of automotive globalisation and with attractive 

markets appearing in Asia and Eastern EuroJh! the international investors are not stuck for 

choice as regards where to develop. Too much state intervention in sourcing decisions. 

model programmes and export content could drive away potential investors. 
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A degree of unity of purpose can be achieved if !ocal organisations exist to repn.~cnt the 

views of the industry to government. I lowever. the trade associations will ha,·c to represent 

such a wide variety of interests: dealers and assemblers: vehicle firms and component 

producers: local interests: and foreign firms: that a strong message from the industry may be 

absent. Even so. local trade .!SSOCiations and research organisations can be J major benefit. 

Even the establishment of a sector making simple compo!"cnts and spare parts. net.'Cls 

stimulation by a deliberate policy. 

There is virtually no local source of product development and R and D in the African 

automotive sector. This is obtained through !icence, when not by direct links with 

international companies. In the main the license giver controls terms, but this does not 

prevent the local industry supported by Government trying to minir.tise the restrictions of the 

licensesors' conditions. Royalty payments. limited access to export markets and so on. are 

part of the problem. Technology transfer to Africa should be encouraged and \Vhich is as free 

of strings as possible, and is up to date and usable by the local industry. The international 

firms or local government or international agencies should help the efficient diffusion of 

technology by ensuring that the local environment is conducive to its application. 

Superior technology transfer by encouraging good quality local production can stimulate 

local value added. This together with local tariffs on components would sec increased local 

content reducing unit production costs. The greater the opportunity for this the greater the 

local content within the context of efficient and viable protection. That is. technology 

transfer and protection must be regarded as a package in encouraging local value added in 

automotive production. I lowever. given the cost structure of certain components which have 
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high amortisation costs per unit. and need high volum .. -s for optimum output. ~ome parts will 

have to be importt.--d if efficient assembly is to occur. However exporting can enable capital 

intensi\"e localisation to be taken further. Hence. the ·outward· policy of exporting must ~ 

compared \\ith the ·inward· policy of incn."3.Sed local content. 

Joint ventures and l:censed production gi,·es international companies the quickest access to a 

local market. The international firm gain~ access to local markets and gains local knowledge 

that way. Hence the availability of good local partners can determine the pace of automoti,,e 

development. This further reinforces the need for a policy of helping and supporting local 

enterprise. Governments, banks and international agencies need to establishing funds to 

support local automotive manufacture. and for them to act as a magnet in attracting 

international investment. Local firms must be helped in tum to target the replacement and 

regional market. Joint ventures and technology transfer again are crucial here. 

If modem just-in-time methods and rapid Jevclopment is to occur then bcauracracy must b~ 

minimised and questionable practices eliminated. Otherwise stock reduction and lean 

produc<ion will not be possible. The need is to show that whatever the short term. African 

operations will eventually be capable of linking into world supply and production ne~works. 

The aim must be the elimination of high cost manufacture so that African automotive 

production can compete in world markets. This will give Africa not only a manufacturing 

base capable of holstering development but an export capability. An industry that needs high 

tariff protection and restrictive controls long term would not he an efficient use of resources. 

The establishment of some facilities for the local market. hut ahovc all the estahli!>hmcnt of a 
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regional industry containing major plants O\\Tied by international companies wedded to 

exports as much as local demand. can give Africa efficient. viable. automotive operations. 

The impact of the motor industry on production. jobs. wealth creation. technological 

developments. the balance of payments and consumer welfare arc such that it is a sector 

worth having. However. such are the n..~uirements for eflicient operation where economies 

of scale are so importanc. not all of the Africa countries with a rudimentary motor industry 

should attempt to continue trying to develop it without very careful consideration. 

The European Union recognises the role and economic importance of the salt>s and service 

function. The service quality of dealers and repair shops. whether or not affiliated to specific 

makes of vehicle. will be increasingly decisive with regard to the position of the automotive 

sector in terms of quality cor.ipetition. 

Competitiveness in the motor industry can therefore depend upon the professional capabilities 

of the service staff. Hence systems of initial and continuing training are needed. The 

European Union is establishing a knowledge base in this area. It is recommended that the 

organisational framework is put in place to all.>w this to be made available in Africa to 

improve the quality and extensiveness of the service sector in the automotive market. 
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Follow Up 

An international programme to narrow the technological gap experienced hy African 

countries in the automotive sector should be fommlated. The most appropriate modem 

technologies which are most cost eftcctive in the \'arying circumstance of Africa should be 

identified, and if feasible, developed. 

National programmes aimed at the standardisation and interchangeability of parts can 

improve production efficiency through longer productior. runs. It should he established 

whether or not this can help the African countries with automotive sectors. 

International development agencies should consider whether the licensing arrangements albeit 

made on a commercial basis are as helpful as they should be. 

Currently .. benchmarking" is a major fad in the European and US motor industries. Such an 

evaluation should be applied to African plants by the appropriate organisations and 

individuals. 

·rhink Global but Act Local' is another fashior. in the current motor industry. Vehicles an: 

designed so that many derivatives can be developed at minimum extra cost. It should be 

established whether· African' derivatives can be identified and, if so, manufactured. In turn 

export potential should be examined. 
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·111e world vehicle sup ply industry is set for a massive restructuring as huge global players 

come to the fore. Some predict that no more than 200 fim1s will exist and some say far 

fower. They wiH make the ·building blocks· that will be made into the world"s vehicles. In 

other words. new assemblers could emerge who will merely put together the bits made by 

systems manufacturers. Could this result in genuine African assemblers? 

The potential for making CV truck and bus bodies in Africa needs detailed analysis. Ways of 

fully exploiting and supporting this potential should be examined \\ith some urgency. The 

international agencies should commission and fund a study of the role of the CV sector in 

Africa. 

The role of regional alliances in providing a wide market and facilitating product rationalising 

has been mentioned a great deal. Many of the hopes of freer and more efficient tradt: in. say. 

the Latin American Free Trade Area or ASEAN have been disappointed. What are the real 

prospects for regional development in Africa and what is the likely impact on the automotiYc 

sector? All too often complementary agreements lead to bilateral arrangements that are 

limited in nature and, in fact, increase costs. A few countries such as Argentina make high 

value items but most can only offer low value items. This would be the position in Africa. 

Of course it could well be that the destiny of the motor industry in North Africa is to he 

linked with that in Europe, whilst Southern Africa may look to South America. A 

programme of work should be instigated to investigate these issues so that probabilities can 

he arri vcd at. 
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The real opportunitit.-s for intemational specialisation in Africa should be examined. If 

developing c0untrics arc to move into more SJX'Cialised products for world markets. the 

devclo(ll.-d countrit.-s will need to give them access. With countries like Brazil wanting to sell 

hut not to huy what arc the long term prospects of this'! 

There is also the matter of brand image and reliability. Would the marketing of an African 

·volkswagcn ·or ·eMw· be possible. especially as the international producer has his brand 

name to protect. Similarly \\ill the quality of African components be good enough for 

international companies to use elsewhere'? It is the answers to these questions that will 

determine the development of the African automotive sector. It would be so much easier to 

establish compensatory arrangements and counter-trade if this was so. 

What is the most fruitful route for Africa to follow in establishing automotive facilities? 

Should the emphasis be on local firms obtaining licences from foreign firms in the •triad·? 

Would joint ventures be more appropriate, or direct investment by an international company'? 

Docs state intervention have a better chance of success than leaving matters to market forces'? 

In short. work is needed to determine the appropriate delivery vehicle and policy instruments. 

To what extent should th.: outer reache$ of the "motor industry .. be included in the 

developmental role Clf the automotive sector in Africa. The motor cycle and scooter sector. 

the agricultural tractor sector, the provision of other agricultural and construction equipment 

propelled hy internal combustion engines are not insignificant parts of the African scene. 

What role can they play? 
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In Latin America and Asia the ·succt.-ssfur motor industries based their initial gro\\1h on 

r:aching very high levels of import substitution. In the main this has not occurred in Africa 

outside South Africa. What are the realistic pmbabilities of this occurring? Would the 

t.>conomic costs of doing so be prohibiti,·e and a misallocation of resources? 

A Final "Word" 

If a country is to make I 00% by value of a car then this requires a steel industry to provide 

the sheet steel for the car n.anufacturers · press lines to stamp out the body panels, and the 

foundry sector to make the engine blocks and heads to be machined and assembled in the car 

manufacturers· power train plant, together with gearbox and other transmission items. A 

huge component sector supr;!ies all the other items. In Western Europe individual local 

content levels are falling to 80% but even this requires the bulk of the above facilities to be 

present. No African country has the level of demand for motor vehicles to justify such 

operations. Instead, Africa must look at the right ··horses for courses". Some markets will 

import all their vehicles, others will graduate to simple assembly. A few will move on to 

more advanced operations involving true manufacturing capability. As Belgium shows. a 

country can have a major vehicle manufacturing capability without hav'.ng anything like the 

full range of manufacturing facilities needed for a stand alone motor industry. Consequently. 

it may not he the wisest course to base the chances of success of an African country 

developing its own motor industry on a listing of the basic industries available, the 

infrastructure that exists, th~ human resources availahk-. the level of science and 

technological development in a country and the financial services. All of the~,, factors arc 

significant. I lo\\cvcr, there arc no hard and fast rules as to what it takes to establish a motor 

industry beyond the basic economics of the industry itself. A small market means no chance 



of viable operation of any kind of vehicle manufacture. A larger market may allow \·iable 

assembly and some simple component making as in Sweden. whilst a larger market allow •• 

wider range of activities. However. in the global industry the days of I 00% sci f sutliciency 

and value added are over. Global and regional production can allow manufacture for a wide 

market to be located in countries that could never aspire to justifying major automotive 

operations in their own right. That is the challenge but also the opportunity for Africa. 

Professor D G Rhys. OBE 
Head of Economics 

Director of the Centre for Automotive Industry Research 
Cardiff Business School 

University of Wales 
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Appendix One 

Consultants• Outline 

Outlim: for a Study on The Automotive !ndustry Sector in Africa 

Contents 

List of Tables 
Abbreviations 
Introduction 

*In Each Country* 

Role of the Automotive Industry in the national strategy for industrialisation. 
(NB This should analyse the suitability QI..IlQl as the case may be of prc,moting the 
automotive sector.) 

Present .. phase" of motor industry in each country (Phase One: Import and simple assembly: 
Part Two: Access to market by expanded manufacture with local content rules; Phase Three: 
Export capacity built : 1to operations to help pay for continuing import requirements). 

1. Current structure of the Automotive Industry (Passenger cars, trucks. vans and buses. 
components and parts, bodies, trailers, engines). 

1.1 Vehicle Assembly plants (Final assembly, sub assembly a.• l mdllufacture) 
Degree of local autonomy 
(In decision making) 
Purchasing strategy 
Sub-!;ontracting 
Degree of Vertical Integration 
Awareness of lean production issues 
Supply chain 
Total quality control 
Just in time etc. 

(NB "Assembly Plant" cover the final assembly plants for vehicles and ancillary activities 
such as engines. transmissions and suspension.) 

1.2 Competitors (NB Direc• competitors from local, regional or international sources). 

1.3 Car Component Manufacture 

1.3. I Engines and Engine Parts 
1.3.2 Transmission and Suspension parts 
1.3.3 Steering Parts 
1.3.4 f ;rakes and Wheel:; 
1.3 .5 B· •dy Pa11s and Glass 
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1.3.6 Interior Trim 
1.3.7 Comfort and Convenience 
1.3.8 Others 

(NB Original Equipment and Replacement Market. Passenger Cars and Commercial 

Vehicles) 

1.4 Government Policy 

Protection (Type. level, duration) 
Local Content 
Plans for future liberalisation and privatisation 
Foreign equity participation (Attitude to degree of foreign 
ownership and control) 
Incentives (to Investment and Expansion) 
Profit remission 

1.5 Institutional Infrastructure 

Research and Development 
Training 
Professional and Trade Associations 
Consumer Credit and Finance 
Others 

1.6 Transfer of Technology 

Role of Institutional Infrastructure (As defined in 1.5) 
Adjustments in product and production technologies (NB Adapted 
to local needs - is this feasible?) 
Developing Quality Standards and Supplier Capability (NB How is 
this done, docs protectionism help or hinder?) 

1.7 Physical Infrastructure and Network 

1.7.1 Dealers (Sa!es, Service) 
1.7.2 Roads (Adequacy for motoring expansion) 
1.7.3 Repair and Maintenance Provision (Official Dealers and 

I ndepcndents) 

1.8 Technology (Implications for Developing Countries) 

Inter firm rciationships 
Joint Ventures 
Outsourcing 

Value added (I low to Maximise?) 
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Strategic Alliances for Technological !nnovations 
Complexity of specifications a.id standards (lmplicati<l:is for 
local manufacture) 
Production Techniques (Are appropriate methods used?) 
Need to narrow techr.;>logical gap 
(i) Latest Models and Production Techniques 
(ii) Products for Export market 

1.9 Finance (For Investment) 

Present Degr .... "e of State and Local Authority provision 
Local and Foreign Owne:-ship oflndustry (Impact on provision) 
Investment (Level, Trends, Sources) 
i3anks 
Other Financial Institutions 
International Agencies (World Bank, etc.) 
Investment Risks and "Ad~quate" earnings (Willingness to 
commit resources) 

1.10 Market (Nature, Structure, Behaviour, Performance) 

Local (Size, value, trencs) 
Regional 
Export 
Protection (i) Customs Duties 

(ii) Local Content Rules 
Acce5s to Materials, Parts and Components (Origin Certificates 
of components etc., import duty rebates etc.) 
Reduction and Elimination for Trade Barriers (Probabilities and Trends) 
After Mark~t (i) Size 

(ii) Nature 
Official Policy (NB TowJrds Growth and nature of Market) 
Cars and Commercial Vehicles (Any official preference$'!) 

1.11 Environmental Considerations 

Waste Reduction Opportunities 
Pollution Prevention 
Possibilities of creating recycling capabilities 
Local or World Standard (NB Is aim to m~et "worlrl best" or a lesser local 
target?) 
Road Transport Policy 

1.12 St1mmary of Conclusions and Recommendations (Includes analysis of structural and 
behavioural problems, areas of inefficiency((NB Given a determination to develop an 
automotive sector how may sector efficiency be maximised, and at successive levels 
of resource commitments. What is the optimum level of commitment given the 
decision to. develop the automotive industry?) 
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Conclusion 
Recommendations (This to include a programme of foiiow up). 

*Egypt, Elhiopia, Ke11ya, Morocco, Nigeria, South Africa Tunisia, Zambia and Zimbabwe 
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Appendix Two 

:tis gratifying that at a recent Central European Automotive Industry forum in Warsa'' 

(Fet-ruary 5th and 6th. 1996) that compames in their presentation wcr.; mentioning Africa. 

For instance. the Delphi localisation strategy pointed to Africa as one of four area-; for 

attention. 

At the same conference the component maker Johnson Controls indicated the competition 

that the emergiP ~ markets face from each other in trying to attract investments and the 

difficult conditions investors face in such markets . 

.. New markets art creating enormous potrntial. Figures should not make us hlinJ: these 

markets will be slow d~veloping and as such have to be wnsidered as long term opportunities 

with short tenn high risks and high investments. 

Figures are sometimes m!sleading. Most of the emerging markets have growing ccor.omies 

but perhaps with governments, beconaing unstable because of lack of finance to fulfil the 

social role they used to play. This results or could result in galloping inflation. social unrest. 

crime. and other difficulties. 

All countries (e.g. in the Far East and Latin America) want to attract component makers. If 

we look at all the component firms projects' and the planned volumes for the next few years 

it becomes obvious that the they cannot be present everywhere. 
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It also becomes obvious for the system and component suppliers that they will b..: confroqted 

by a very fragmented market and low volumes as all countries demand, as prior condition. 

local content'' 

However, Johnson Controls was convinced about the potential of such mark;:ts and was 

acting accordingly to build a presence wo!":d-wide. including in emerging markets. 

The vie~~ of this component maker were reinforced by the vehicle maker, Fiat 

Fiat's approach to investment outside the developed countries can be taken as representative 

of the attitude of the international vehicle companies. In this instar.ce a representative of Fiat 

is talking to an East European audience. However, in many ways what he had to say could 

with the obvious changes in examples and emphasis apply to Latin Americ~, Asia or Africa. 

Hence it i..; an interesting case study relevant to an African context. 

At the moment, Fiat is enhancing its internationalisation strategy, developing very far

reaching ventu!"es that will be highly meaningful and important in the launch of Palio, the 

new .. world car'' in Brazil in only a month anc! ,1 half s time. 

Fiat is one of the oldest car manufacturers in the world, established before sC'me of the most 

prestigious names of the world car indm;try, but what it is interesting to remember. it is a 

manufacturer that has always been international, right from the start. 
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In fact. Fiat took part in the development of the world automotive industry with a 

considerable number of ventures in many countries of the world. Ventures mnging from 

licence contracts to the development of assembly plants and far-reaching. over.ill ,·cntures 

such as the complete development of local car industries in the Soviet Union and Br.ujl. 

But the concept of internationalism is one that changes and evolves over the course of time 

and this must be taken into account for the implementation of successful initiatives in 

emerging markets. 

Until the Eighties, the trends of the car market. certainly in the more closed economies in 

developing countries, was to enable the growth of motoriza~1on of the country. namely. to 

make available a car on the new carmarket in the most economically advantageous way. 

Until the Eighties, the development of new markets took place in a context of gro\\1h in the 

L -;torical traditional markets, so ventures addressed to emerging markets substantially 

involved the transfer of existing models and technologies or specialist technical support for 

local manufacturers. 

But over time, the concept of intematicnality has evolved ai;d now. it is very different 

compared with the past because of the sweeping and sudden changes of the world's politico

cconllmic scenario that has determined a market globalisation process. Today we arc seeing 

the development of more OjJen economics, often within areas of free tr .. <lc which secs a 

heavily growing demand level in the new markets while demand in the historic<1l markets i~ 

stagnating. 
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Mon.--ovcr. countries and governments remain convinced that the car sector is a driving fr)rcc 

ti.lr the entire economic development of the country. Therefore the need to be met is no 

longer the net.-d for motorizati\ln alone. but a more extensive and complex ncl.-d for the 

development of a highly competitive national automotive industry. 

International manufacturers arc at present bcin~ required and v.jll increasinli!IY be required to 

become partners in development. In this situation. the .. traditional .. type of choice. the 

historical choice of producing models of the previous generation. thus dumping on the 

developing country obsolete models. ha'i no future. The produd offered must be modem and 

technolo2ically advanced, as well ac; beina: capable ofmeetin2 the specific requirements of 

emerging market~ 

Therefore a product which. while it guarantees the same standards of quality and reliability of 

the most modem products of the developed markets, must at the same time meet the 

characteristics of cheapness and versatility required by local requirements. 

However, the speci fie factors of new international development arc not confined to the 

proJuct; they also extend to its industrialisation and marketing:-

Jndustrialis.ailim_must take good account of the growth and expansion ir. investment which is 

in tune with th,• development of the market. rt must consider the possibility of achieving 

:;calc economics 1;.;ough developing competitive industrial ventures, which arc ahle to 

survive in m1 international arena. 



Marketine must be capable of following and in many cases anticipating the needs of a market 

and of a customer that will evol\'C more extensively and much more quil·kly than those of the 

traditional historical markets. 

This is the direction in which the new international ventures of Fiat arc going. Fiat is a fim1 

that is becoming increasingly international and which in the year 2000 will produce 54% of 

its cars outside Italy in a completely integrated product range at world level. 

This is also the direction in which the venture that Fiat has developed in Poland through the 

acquisition of FSM and the development of Fiat Auto Poland is going. An extremely 

ambitious ente1prise which in addition to the initial investment of 650 million doilars for the 

acquisition of the company and a capital contribution of260 million dollars. envisages an 

investments plan "! 960 million dollars twee seven years. 

In fa~t. the goal we set ourselves when we arrived in Poland was not only that of building a 

national car company, but it was a more ambitious goal of dcvclopine a national catiud.YfilO: 

that would also be competitive in the international field. 

This meant integrat!ng the company within Fiat Auto· s str~tcgy. restructuring it completely 

and modernising it to ensure economic recovery. 

r1.ccovcry and restructuring did not only involve matters within the company. hut also lhc two 

complementary -.rcas, indispcnsahle for ali firms in order to he winners in the market. the 

supplier network on the one hand and the ckalers or. th1: otlwr. 
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Before concluding. a few words should be added about our ·-world car" project. This ~s the 

178 project which will see its first fundamental step in April 1966with the launch of the Palio 

in Brazil. 

This is a highly ambitious project which includes the launch not only of a car but of a whole 

family of proJucts capable of covering all the requirements of emerging markets. These cars 

have petrol and diesel engines. there are hatchbacks and saloons with 3 and 5 doors. Station 

Wagon. Pick-up and van versions. 

The Fiat 178 is a functional, comfortable car with an innovative style. excellent performance 

and low running and ma:ntenance costs, briefly, a very competitive car from all points of 

view. 

Studies illustrated the type of product demanded by the markets in ac~ordance with the 

development of the n1an\.ets themsclv~ 

A family of products like the 178 is a key factor in rapidly developing markets, with a low or 

still confined level of motori7.ation like Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela and Turkey. In these 

countries the car is i-,:ginning to he a widespread cominodit:'. hut !t must provide for all the 

needs of the family. 

The countries iri which production of the 178 is foreseen a:-e: Argentina, Brazil, Turkey; 

lndia. China •.. Smuh Africa. Mom~ and among these Wl: arc pkascd to include Poland." 

(Mr Paolo Marinsck. Former M.D. of Fiat Auto Pobnd1 
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The above is centred on Eastern Europe but its message is wider than that. Major 

investments by the vehicle as"Cmhlers. incl..iding Fiat in Morocco and S\luth Africa. face 

many of the issues highlighted by Fiat. In many ways Africa could ha\·e been the focus of the 

Fiat representative· s talk. 
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.Brazil: 

Thailand 

Appendix Three 

Investment Anaf)'st 's View Q/Selected Countries in 1996 

Positive Factors 

1. Large Vehicle Market 
2. Large Population 
3. Regional Trading Block 
4. Supply Base and Infrastructure 
5. Risk Rating 

Ne.:ative Factors 

I. Tariff barriers - liberalisation policy reversed suddenly 
2. Establishea V chicle Makers 
3. Investment Incentives - Distorts true picture 

Positive Factors 

I. Huge Population 
2. Liberalisation programme - environment for foreign 

investment more attractive. 
3. Developing road network 
4. Good education infrastructure 

Ne~ative Factors 

I . Low h1come Level 
2. Tariff regimt 
3. Local content 
4. Distributian - limited in coverage and quality 
5. Supply base - technology level is low. Attempting to 

ch:mgc this 

fQsjtjve Factcr.s 

I. Good risk rating 
2. Economy - stable, strong growth projections 
3. Regional trading block 
4. Limited investment incentives - market attractive 

in own right 

I. Local con~ent regime 
2. Tariff harriers - high hut gradually reducing 
3. Produ"t rcquirem<'nt - utility vehicles dominate 
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Central Europe 

4. Road network -low density network 
5. Supply base - additional development required 

Positive Factors 

I. Populaf on Size 
2. Sovereign 1 :sk 
3. Low Car Density 

Neeative Factors 

1. Low incom~= 
2. Tariffs 
}_ ln\'estment incentives - Government control of 

ma11ufacturing licences. 
4. Supply hase 
5. Road network 

Positive Factors 

I . Large population 
2. Low car density 
3. Legislation - not a barrier to access 
4. f ducat ion 

i'Jeeative fa<.;tors 

I. Sovereign risk - future risks remain on the 
downside 

2. Non-tariff barriers 
3. Investment Incentives high 
4. Poor infrastructure 

Positive Factors 

I. Regional Trading Block - EU Association 
2. Good risk rating for Poland, Hungary and Czech 

Republic 
3. Investment Incentives 
4. Education 

Nei:ativc Factors 

I. Populations limited - Poland and Romania the largest 
2. Supply hase - poor technology and quality 
3. Tariff.o; 
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4. Risk poor - Romania and Bulgaria 
5. Non-tariff barriers - Poland 

This represents the attitudes of the investing community to some of the "hot spots" in 

automotive expansion. Africa must ask itself how it would fare if put under the same 

analytical spotlight. and then ensure that it can gen..:rate suflicient positive factors to attract 

automotive investment. 
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R«ommendations 

I. Any deficiencies in the data and information relevant to the motor industries of less 
developed countries should be identified. and ways of dealing with this implemented. 

1.a. Etlicicncy depends on a highly trained workforce. Human resource development 
must be geared to providing management and workers of a quality and quantity 
appropriate to th ... • ! ... -eds of a competitive and developing motor industry. 

b. UNIDO could provide advice on the most effective ways to finance and implement 
training for the automotive industry especially to meet the training requirements of 
small and medium enterprises. 

c. UNIDO should establish a mechanism to facilitate the transfer of technology. human 
resource development and automotive expertise. 

3. Trade association exists in many countries. Developing countries interested in 
establishing a viable motor industry should establish and strengthen trade associations 
to support the overall development of the motor industry. and to provide a forum for 
action and debate. UNI DO could use industry associations as a conduit for 
disseminating information particularly on trade and investment opportunities in other 
developing countries. 

4. The level of demand, domestic and international. is crucial to determining the size and 
nature of a local motor industry. Affordability is a key issue. An important factor in 
helping affordability and for demand to grow is the provision of customer credit to 
help the p.;rchasc of cars and commercial vehicles. UNIDO could encourage studies 
to ascertain the adequacy of local customer credit provision. 

5.a. Countries should actively pursue the widening of markets through the formation of 
regional trade blocs and efficient production sharing arrangements while taking 
.:.ccount of the necessity to achieve balanced industrial development through such 
arrangements. lJNlDO should try to formulate research which investigates this. 

h. Exports widen the market for local producers. Countries need to explore WTO - legal 
ways of promoting exports. 

6. Policy should ensure that protection levels do not encourage excessive fragmcntatit'll. 
Reduced fragmentation will reduce costs and prices, and improve affordabiiity and 
dc'lland. Government should be encouraged to provide an environment which will 
induce vehicle makers to rationalise their model ranges consistent with maintaining 
consumer choice. 

7.a. The used .:ar market can provide affordable motoring. Some used cars arc in a 
1.hmgerou:; cond;tion. The import of used cars should he on the basis of an inspection 
system that elin1ina11.'.~• unsafe vehicles. Annual tcsti11g would provide the same r..:sult 
fr1r al I ur.cd cars. 
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h: Testing facilities for cars. commercial vehicles. and components. should be 
established to improve and maintain standards. In addition where appropriate annual 
\'chicle testing should be encouraged. This \\ill improve safety. rcmow dangerous 
vehicles from the road. and promote the sales of spare parts. 

c. UNIDO should help to develop a programme for the implementation of ISO 9000 
with extt>mal support. to reduce costs and dc:velop cr~dibility. 

8. Developing countries should follow international standards for vehicles and 

components they manufacture. and for vehicle maintenance. The precise standards 
introduced should take account of local economic conditions. 

b. Developing countries especially in Africa should strive to develop common standards 
as a prelude to increasing free trade both within African region~. and throughout the 
continent. 

9. Developing countries have a vehicle stock that requires service, ma\ntenance am.! 
repair. This sector should be efficient and will organised in order to provide a core of 
well run enterprises. UNIDO should try to facilitate a programme to encourage 
improvement in this area. This should be in conjunction with the vehicle makers. 

IO. UNIDO could provide assistance with benchmarking of the automotive industry and 
advise an appropriate institutional means to support ways of increasing productivity. 

11. The least developed countries should intensify technological co-operation with the 
newly industrialised countries. 

12. UNIDO should provide a fornm to develop South-South co-operation between 
countries in the region for taking up harmonisation of standards and establishment of 
test centres. This would require taking up feasibility studies to identify requircrncnts 
and ~,ct up task forces to co-ordinate inter-country assistance. 

1.3. Invitations such as the one India has extended to provide an lntema~iunal Automoti,·c 
Technology Seminar on training should be pursued and acted upon. 

14. In a free market there is always room for some government action and support. The 
national henefit to be obtained from good training or appropriate infrastrncture can 
justify some state expenditure, control and regulation. 

15. Niches may exist in the African automotive market. Attempts to identify these should 
be made, and if attractive these niches should be developed. lJNI DO could he a 
facilitating agent. 

16. The manufacture of components for the after-market and for vehicle makers wanting 
parts for replaced models, could be undertaken in developing countries in large 
numbers. This should be encouraged. I lowcver. this will only he !Casi hie if the 
components have the required quality. 
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17. Developing the tuck and bus industries for the mass transport of goods and people 
should be a priority for automotive development. The viability of this must be 
examined with urgency. In addition, this should be co-ordinated with a loc<-1 tr-C1Dsport 
policy. 

18. Innovative ways to increase the level of financing the provision of infrastructure needs 
to be found. Better information and transparency of investment inc'!ntives would be a 
heipful initial step. 

19. Local content policy should be sympathetic to the need for efficient production as 
well as promoting industrial development. 

20. ··. \ppropriateness" should be the key word where the products made, the methods of 
production and nature of research, development and design are concerned. The local 
meaning of appropriateness must be established as a prerequisite for the develnpment 
of a local automotive sector. 

~ .· . 
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